
Town of Carbondale 
511 Colorado Avenue 

Carbondale, CO 81623 
 

 
                                 
                          
                                                            AGENDA 

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
MONDAY, JUNE 10, 2019 

TOWN HALL 
6:30 p.m. 

 
 

1. Call meeting to order (Staff) 
 

2. Selection of a Chair (BOA) 
 

3. Selection of Two Special Alternate members (BOA Chair draws names)  
 

4. Consideration of Minutes of January 30, 2019 BOA meeting………..Attachment A 
 

5. Public Hearing for Appeal of Administrative Decision………………...Attachment B 
 
Appellants:  Mark Mahoney and Neighbors 
 
Property Owner:   Pat Kiernan 
 
Location:    728 Euclid Avenue (Original Townsite Carbondale Block:  24  

Lot:  Parcel A aka the westerly 1.5 feet of Lot 3, all of Lots 4 
and 5, and the easterly 12.5 feet of Lot 6, Block 24, Town of 
Carbondale) 

 
6. Adjourn 
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MINUTES 

CARBONDALE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 

Thursday, January 30, 2019 

 
Commissioners Present:                       Staff Present: 
Mark Chain                  Janet Buck, Planning Director 
Matthew Gworek                     John Leybourne, Planner 
Ann Gianinetti      Tarn Udall, Town Attorney 
Meredith Bullock    Mark Hamilton, Town Attorney 
April Spaulding    Mary Sikes, Planning Assistant 
Russ Criswell 
                                                             
Commissioners Absent: 
Jeff Dickinson 
 
Other Persons Present 
Pat Kiernan, 189 S. Third Street 
 
Public Comment – Persons Present Not on the Agenda 
 
The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. by Janet Buck.  
 
Board of Adjustment training 
 
Janet introduced the Planning Department and explained the following; 
 

 2013 Comprehensive Plan 
 Unified Development Code (UDC) 
 Land use application process 
 Public Hearing process 

 
Mark Hamilton, the Town Attorney, explained the following; 
 

 Ex parte communication 
 Discloser 
 Recusal 
 Conflict of interest 
 Bias 

 
Pat Kiernan asked process questions and Mark Hamilton answered his questions. 
 
Election of Chair/Vice Chair 
 
A motion was made by Meredith to appoint Matthew Gworek as Chair. April seconded 
the motion and he was approved unanimously.  
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A motion was made by Matt to appoint Mark Chain as Vice-Chair. Meredith seconded 
the motion and he was approved unanimously.  
 
Request to P&Z  
 
Matt made a motion to ask Staff to write a letter requesting that P&Z ask that at least 
three members be willing to serve as special alternate members to the Board of 
Adjustment for the next public hearing. All in favor: Mark, Matt, Ann, Meredith, April, 
Russ 
 
Motion to Adjourn 
 
A motion was made by April to adjourn. Mark seconded the motion and the meeting was 
adjourned at 7:45 p.m. 
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TOWN OF CARBONDALE 
511 COLORADO AVENUE 
CARBONDALE, CO  81623 

 
  Board of Adjustment Agenda Memorandum 

 
 

Item No:    LU19-13 

Meeting Date:  6-10-2019 

 
TITLE:    728 Euclid – Appeal of an Administrative Decision to Issue a Building Permit 
 
SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT:   Planning Department 
 
ATTACHMENTS:     
 
Schedule for Parties’ Submission of Position Statements dated May 1, 2019 
Tarn Udall E-Mail re: Schedule for Parties’ Submission of Position Statements 5-2-2019 
Objection Statements 
 Charlie Willman - 5-31-2019 
 Mark Mahoney - 6-1-2019 
Neighbors Position Statement  
 Mark Mahoney and Neighbors - 5-24-2019 

- Attachment 
 Mark Chain - 5-24-2019 
 Elsie and Robert Fadely - undated 
 Thomas and Charlotte Gottlieb - 5-23-2019 
 Linda Halloran - 5-20-2019 
 Franklin Norwood - undated 
 Andrew Taylor - 5-20-2019 
 Jerome Whalen - undated 
Kiernan Position Statement 
Letters from the Public  
 Eric Doud – 5-24-2019 
 Kathy Zentmyer - 5-24-2019 
 John and Bonnie Williams - undated 
Building Plans 
Building Permit File 
Recusals 
 Russ Criswell - 2-19-2019 
Ordinance No. 5, Series of 2008, Creating the new OTR Zone District 
Public Notice Documentation 
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BACKGROUND 
 
This is a public hearing to consider an appeal of an administrative decision.  
Specifically, on March 31, 2017, the Building Official issued a building permit to Pat 
Kiernan, the owner of the property located at 728 Euclid Avenue.  On March 31, 2017, 
Mark Mahoney and neighboring property owners (Neighbors) appealed the 
administrative decision to issue the building permit.  The letter of appeal was signed by 
Mark Mahoney but included the following names:   
 
 Richard and Rita Marsh 
 Jerome and Mary Whalen 
 Mitch and Ame Alamag 
 Dan and Meredith Bullock 
 Mark Chain 
 Diane Vaughn 
 Margaret Mathers 
 Andy and Linda Halloran 
 Don Gunther 
 Frank and Sally Norwood 
 Elsie Fadely 

 
PROCESS 
 
Section 2.8.4. of the Unified Development Code (UDC) describes the powers and duties 
as well as the membership of the Board of Adjustment (BOA).  The BOA has two main 
duties: 1) Variances from the UDC, and 2) Appeals.  The BOA is comprised of five 
voting members and two alternate members.   
 
There are currently seven members on the BOA.  Two of those members, Mark Chain 
and Meredith Bullock, are recusing themselves from the hearing because they are both 
parties to the appeal on behalf of the Neighbors.  Matthew Gworek is recusing himself 
because he is within 300 ft. of 728 Euclid.  Russ Criswell is recusing himself because he 
had spoken out previously in favor of Pat Kiernan’s project at a public hearing.   
 
This leaves three BOA members (Ann Gianinetti, Jeff Dickinson and April Spaulding).  
Section 2.8.4. of the UDC states that in the event that fewer than five persons are 
available to serve due to absence, conflict of interest or otherwise, that members of the 
Carbondale Planning and Zoning Commission shall be special alternate members of the 
BOA to hear such matters.   
 
In anticipation of the shortfall of BOA members, the BOA made a motion at their 
January 30, 2019 meeting to direct Staff to write a letter to the Planning Commission 
requesting that four special alternates be selected to serve on the BOA to ensure this 
matter is heard by five persons.   
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The four members selected from the Planning Commission are: 
 
 Nicholas DiFrank 
 Nick Miscone 
 Jade Wimberley 
 Tristan Francis 

 
These four members will be in attendance at the meeting and will be prepared to serve.  
Only two will be seated for this meeting and any needed future meetings.   
 
The process for an Appeal is set out in Section 2.7.2. of the UDC.  Appeals may be 
made by any person aggrieved by the decision of any administrative officer, in this case, 
the Building Official.       
 
The BOA is required to hold a public hearing and either uphold the Administrative 
Decision to issue the building permit, continue the public hearing to a date certain or 
overturn the decision and deny the building permit.  The BOA may also condition any 
approval.   
 
A schedule for parties’ submission of position statements was developed.  This has 
been included in the packet.  The attachments associated with that are labeled as: 
 
 Neighbors Position Statement 
 Kiernan Position Statement 

 
In addition, letters from the public were submitted to the Town.   These have been 
attached.   
 
On May 31, 2019, Charlie Willman, the attorney for Pat Kiernan, submitted an e-mail to 
the Town objecting to materials submitted by Mark Mahoney and the Neighbors on May 
24, 2019.   
 
On June 1, 2019, Mark Mahoney submitted an e-mail to the Town objecting to Mr. 
Willman’s statements.  Both e-mails are attached.   
 
All of the material submitted by Pat Kiernan has been included in its entirety.  All of the 
material from Mark Mahoney and the Neighbors has been included in its entirety as 
well.  The Schedule for Parties Submission of Position Statements and e-mail from 
Town Attorney Tarn Udall dated May 2, 2019 clarifying the submittal process and other 
procedural issues have been attached for the BOA’s reference.  Staff’s position is that it 
is within the BOA’s discretion to determine the amount of weight to afford each type and 
piece of evidence submitted in this packet.   
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PUBLIC HEARING PROCESS 
 
This is a de novo hearing (UDC Section 2.7.2.C.2.c.).  This means that it is “new” 
consideration of the building permit application for 728 Euclid.  As such, new information 
and testimony may be presented to the BOA.   
 
This is how Staff recommends the meeting be organized:   
 

1. Call meeting to order (Staff does roll call) 
 

2. Three BOA members select a Chair to preside over this matter 
 

3. Selection of Two Special Alternate members (Chair draws names)  
 

4. Consideration of Minutes of January 30, 2019 BOA meeting 
 

5. Chair Introduction of Public Hearing for Appeal of Administrative Decision 
including issues such as briefing schedule and meeting procedure 

 
6. Mass Swearing In  

 
7. Recusals or Disclosures (BOA members) 

 
8. Town Staff presents Staff Report  

 
9. Appellants (Neighbors) are allowed 45 minutes to present their side.  This time 

may be split or reserved until after the Neighbors’ presentation, i.e.,30 minute 
presentation with a 15 minute response after Applicant’s presentation. 

 
10. Applicant (Pat Kiernan) will be allowed 45 minutes to present Applicant’s side.   

 
11. Rebuttal from Neighbors if time is reserved. 

 
12. BOA may ask questions of Staff, Neighbors, or Pat Kiernan. * 

 
13. Open Public Hearing to accept public comment (Chair may put time limit on each 

comment).   
 

14. BOA motion to close public hearing.   
 

15. BOA discussions and deliberation. 
 

16. BOA motion to grant the appeal reversing the Building Official’s decision to issue 
to the building permit or deny the appeal to uphold the issuance of a building 
permit.  The BOA may also uphold the issuance of a building permit with 
conditions.   
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17. In addition, the BOA may continue the public hearing.  

 
*If the Neighbors or Pat Kiernan wish to question anyone who presented testimony, we 
recommend that the BOA Chair permit such questions during Item #12 with questions 
directed through the Chair.   
 
Staff’s position is that this is a de novo, quasi-judicial public hearing.  As such, there is 
no limit on the issues that may be raised before the BOA.  The BOA may consider any 
materials submitted in the packet, written materials submitted by the public in advance 
of or at the public hearing, and comments from the public made at the meeting.   
 
As noted, these are recommendations from Town Staff.  Ultimately, the Chair 
determines how the meeting will be handled and Staff defers to the Chair.  Staff 
recommends that the procedure be established by the Chair at the beginning of the 
public hearing.   
 
APPEAL DISCUSSION 
 
The letter of appeal from the Neighbors, dated March 31, 2017, includes the following 
points:   
 

1. The proposed structure does not meet the Purpose statement in the Old Town 
Residential (OTR) zone district (Section 3.2.3.A.) 

 
2. Compliance with allowed uses in the OTR zone district (Table 4.2-1:  Allowed 

Uses – Town of Carbondale) 
 
- Single-family Detached Dwelling or Boardinghouse 

 
3. Adequacy of parking for renters 

 
These items are discussed in detail below.   
 
OLD TOWN RESIDENTIAL (OTR) ZONE DISTRICT 
 
The property is a 7,040 sq. ft. parcel located in the Old Town Residential (OTR) Zone 
District.  The OTR zone district is a single-family residential zone district which was 
created in 2008.  According to Ordinance No. 5, Series of 2008, the OTR zone district 
was created to better accommodate the historical structures and present and future land 
use patterns within this unique residential zoning area that is adjacent to downtown 
Carbondale.  The ordinance also updated the Town infill review procedures.  These 
procedures were superseded by the adoption of the UDC in May of 2016.  However, the 
intent of the OTR and goals of compatible infill development remained intact.    
This building permit for 728 Euclid Avenue was reviewed under the UDC adopted in 
2016.  This code is available on the Town’s website at the following link: 
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https://www.carbondalegov.org/UDC%20with%20Appendix%20May%2017,%202016.pdf 
 
(Right-click then hit open hyperlink) 
 
Be sure not to utilize the redlined UDC on the Town’s website.  That document includes 
amendments adopted in March 2019 which are not applicable to this building permit 
application.   
 
The properties which were zoned OTR in 2008 were previously zoned Residential/Low 
Density.  The OTR zone district was created because of the concerns of the mass and 
scale of the dwelling units being constructed under the R/LD zone district.  The 
ordinance created the OTR special design standards related to mass and scale of 
buildings as well as requiring landscape plans when lots are developed. The ordinance 
also increased the required pervious (open space) surface on OTR lots.  Some of these 
standards and zoning parameters changed with the adoption of the UDC in 2016, 
however, the overall intent of the OTR zone district was preserved.  This building permit 
application was reviewing using the 2016 UDC.   
 
UDC Section 3.2.3.A. is the purpose section of the OTR zone district.  The text reads as 
follows: 
 
“The purpose of the Old Town Residential district is to allow residential uses and 
densities that are consistent with the historic character of Old Town Carbondale.  This 
area has unique scenic, historic, natural, and design features that should be preserved 
and integrated into new development.  Special emphasis shall be placed on the quality 
and character of the built environment in this district, and the unique lot and home sizes 
characteristic of the original Townsite.  The OTR district should emphasize pedestrians 
more than cars.  Single-family dwelling units continue to be the predominant 
development type in this district.”   
 
Any development in the OTR zone district is required to comply with the general 
standards for all residential development as set forth UDC Section 5.6.    The Purpose 
statement in Section 5.6. is set out as follows:   
 
5.6.1.  Purpose 
 
The standards of this section are intended to promote high-quality residential 
development and construction; protect property values; encourage visual variety and 
architectural compatibility; and promote the unique character of Carbondale’s 
neighborhoods. Specifically, the standards: 
  

1. Promote new residential developments that are distinctive, have character, and 
relate and connect to established neighborhoods;  

 
2. Provide variety and visual interest in the exterior design of residential buildings; 
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3. Enhance the residential streetscape and diminish the prominence of garages and 
parking areas;  

 
4. Enhance public safety by preventing garages from obscuring main entrances or 

blocking views of the street from inside residences; and  
 

5. Improve the compatibility of infill projects, particularly attached and multi-family 
residential development, with the residential character of surrounding 
neighborhoods.  

 
In addition, development must comply with the supplemental standards specific to the 
OTR zone district as outlined in UDC Section 5.6.6.  A summary of these is as follows:   
 

1. One street tree shall be planted for each 25 feet of lot width.   
 

2. A five-foot planting strip is required. 
 

3. Street tree(s) to be located between the edge of the paved street and property 
line.  If that is not possible, the tree(s) must be planted as close to the front 
property line as possible. 

 
4. The roofline of a structure adjacent to an alley shall step down in scale as the 

structure approaches the alley. 
 

5. A vertical wall of the principal structure that is both parallel to and within five feet 
of a side yard setback shall not exceed 20 feet in height (see Figure 5.6.6-A).   
(Verbatim) 

 
6. The façade of a dwelling facing the street shall be broken up with dormers, 

porches, offset gables, or other features such that the façade does not present 
an unbroken face to the street.  (Verbatim) 

 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
 
This property is designated “Old Town” in Section 4.2 of the 2013 Comprehensive Plan. 
This description of this designation notes the following: 
 
 Oldest residential neighborhood in town. 
 Encompasses the portion of the historic residential town grid zoned OTR in 2008. 
 OTR zone district emphasizes the historic character of the Old Town 

neighborhood. 
 Single family dwelling units are pre-dominant. 
 Preserve the small-town feel of a town-grid historic residential neighborhood.  

 
The Comprehensive Plan goes on to discuss the relationship of development to streets, 
uses, building mass, scale and architecture, parking, landscaping, and connectivity.  
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When the UDC was developed, the goal was to capture the essence of the “Old Town” 
designation within the OTR zone district parameters and development standards.   
The Comprehensive Plan is available on the Town’s website at the following link:   
 
https://www.carbondalegov.org/departments/planning/comprehensive_plan.php 
 
(Right-click then hit open hyperlink) 
 
BUILDING PERMIT 
 
The Applicant applied for a building permit for a 4,400 sq. ft. structure on September 16, 
2016.   The building permit file and the building plan set, including the site plan and 
elevations, have been included in the packet.  The correspondence discussed below is 
included in the building permit file attached to this packet.   
 
Under Section 2.5.3.A.3.a., single-family detached dwelling units are exempt from site 
plan review procedure.  Building permits are reviewed and approved by the Building 
Official.  Site plans must be submitted with a building permit to allow review of site plan 
to determine compliance with the UDC.  Depending on the type of project, the Building 
Official will refer the project out to various Town Departments, i.e., Public Works, 
Utilities, Planning, etc.   
 
The floor plans of the building included the following: 
 

1. Basement – Family room, bedroom, two bathrooms, two closets and two storage 
areas.  The basement floor plan was submitted for reference and is not part of 
the building permit.  If the permit is issued, this floor would remain unfinished.   

 
2. Main Floor – Kitchen, dining room, living room, office/guest bedroom with closets, 

1-1/2 baths.  If the building permit is issued, this floor would be finished as 
shown.   

 
3. Second Floor – Three bathrooms with closet area, three bedrooms and two 

studies and one sitting room.  The second-floor plan was submitted for reference 
and is not part of the building permit.  If the permit is issued, this floor would 
remain unfinished.   

 
This is a total of six bedrooms with 5-1/2 baths.  This raised some concern with 
Planning Staff, particularly the layout of the second floor.  This resulted in a memo from 
Janet Buck, Planning Director, to John Plano, Building Official dated December 30, 
2016 which has been included in this packet.  The memo included the following 
definition of dwelling:   
 
A structure or portion of a structure that is designed, occupied, or intended to be 
occupied as living quarters and includes facilities for cooking, sleeping, and sanitation; 
but not including hotels, motels, clubs, boarding houses, or any institution, such as an 
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asylum, hospital, or jail, where human beings are housed by reason of illness or under 
legal constraints.  (Underline added) 
 
The memo noted that the design of the structure appeared to lend itself to a more 
intense use such as a Boardinghouse.  A Boardinghouse is not an allowed use in the 
OTR zone district.  The definition of Boardinghouse is:   
 
A building, other than hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, or multifamily dwellings, 
arranged or used for lodging for compensation, with or without meals, and not occupied 
as a single-family unit.   
 
This also raised some concern from the Building Official.  In a correction letter dated 
October 21, 2016, the Building Official noted that the home appears to be laid out to 
rent rooms.  The Building Official noted that the Town has strict occupancy standards 
and requested a written statement of understanding that this home will not be used in 
violation of this Zoning Requirement.  In response, Pat Kiernan wrote a letter dated 
December 16, 2016 stating that it was not the intention to use this proposed home in 
violation of the Town occupancy standards as currently enforced.  This letter would not 
be binding on future property owners; however, future owners would need to comply 
with the occupancy regulations.   
 
This is the definition of occupancy:   
 
The purpose for which a building or structure is used or intended to be used; and, in the 
case of residential uses, such term can also refer to the number of persons who reside 
within a building, dwelling unit, or other structure.   
 
The definition of Family is as follows:   
 
"Family" means: (1) any number of people related by blood, marriage, adoption, 
guardianship or other duly-authorized custodial relationship and act as a single 
housekeeping unit, together with their customary household servants (relationship may 
include husbands, wives, parents, children, grandparents, grandchildren, brothers, 
sisters, aunts, uncles, nephews, nieces, and first cousins); or (2) two unrelated people, 
who are not a family as defined above, and any number of children related to either or 
both of them; or (3) not more than four unrelated persons.” (Underline added) 
 
Planning and Building Staff discussed this concern with the Town Attorney, Mark 
Hamilton.  It was noted during this discussion that the UDC does not limit the number of 
bedrooms and/or bathrooms.    
 
Staff made a determination that the site plan and building were in compliance with the 
zoning.  Therefore, the building permit was issued to Pat Kiernan on March 31, 2017.  A 
letter appealing the administrative decision to issue the building permit was submitted 
by Mark Mahoney and a number of others (Neighbors) on March 31, 2017.     
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The main points of the appeal were that:  
 

1. The proposed structure does not meet the purpose section of the OTR zone 
district (Section 3.2.3.A. Purpose - Old Town Residential). 

 
2. Compliance with allowed uses in the OTR zone district 

 
- Single-family Detached Dwelling or Boardinghouse 

 
3. Adequacy of parking for renters 

 
DISCUSSION OF LETTER OF APPEAL DATED MARCH 31, 2017  
 
Appeal Letter:  The Neighbors feel the structure does not meet the purpose section of 
the OTR zone district in Section 3.2.3.A. due to the size, massing, bulk and siting of the 
structure.  They indicated the neighborhood includes smaller buildings of a residential 
scale.  The letter notes the larger buildings consist of several distinct masses rather 
than “a massive singular 2-plus story volume” which does not give any consideration of 
the surrounding context in the proposed design.   
 
Staff Discussion:  Staff reviewed the building permit based on the dimensional 
standards in Table 3.2-3.- OTR District Dimensional Standards. Staff determined that 
the proposal met the lot standards, minimum setbacks, and building standards (height).  
These items are the quantitative standards.   
 
In addition, Staff reviewed supplemental standards for OTR in UDC Section 5.6.6.  
Again, the proposed structure was in compliance with the dimensional requirements.  It 
should be noted that this section requires a landscape plan.  While the site plan does 
show a 5 ft. landscape strip and three street trees, it does not include any detail usually 
associated with a landscape plan, i.e., tree species and caliper, planting materials, etc.  
If this project moves forward, a detailed landscape plan will need to be provided for 
Town review and approval.  
 
The purpose section in UDC Section 3.2.3.A. does not include dimensional standards in 
the OTR zone district.  Instead these are more qualitative standards which set forth the 
intent of the OTR zone district.  This section includes the statement that “Special 
emphasis shall be placed on the quality and character of the built environment in this 
district, and the unique lot and home sizes character of the original Townsite.”  Staff did 
not utilize this section when reviewing the building permit.   
 
Appeal Letter:  Compliance with allowed uses in the OTR zone district (single family vs. 
boardinghouse). 
 
Staff Discussion:  The allowed uses in the zone districts are included in Table 4.2-1 
Allowed Uses.  A single-family detached dwelling is a permitted use in the OTR zone 
district.  A boardinghouse is not a permitted use.  It is only allowed in the 
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Commercial/Transitional (C/T), Historic Commercial Core (HCC), and Mixed-Use (MU) 
zone districts.  A bed and breakfast is a special review use in the OTR zone district.   
 
Staff’s discussion of the allowed uses was outlined above.   
 
While this was not discussed by Staff at the time of issuance of a building permit, it 
should be noted that there is a limitation on number of bedrooms for a Bed and 
Breakfast use in the UDC.  This is the definition of Bed and Breakfast:    
 
“A residential building containing not more than five guest rooms that provides sleeping 
units and meals for transient guests, and that is managed and occupied by the owner of 
the property.” 
 
Appeal Letter:  Adequacy of parking for renters.   
 
Staff Response:  Section 5.8.3.A. requires 2.5 parking spaces for this structure.  Section 
2.8.3.E.F.1. of the UDC states that when the required number of required spaces results 
in a fractional number, any fraction exceeding 0.5 shall be rounded up to the next higher 
whole number.  As a result, only two parking spaces were proposed with the building 
permit application.  In the letter dated April 27, 2017, Pat Kiernan indicated a 
commitment to build four off-street spaces prior to issuance of a Certificate of 
Occupancy at build-out of the unfinished areas in the house.   
 
DISCUSSION OF KIERNAN POSITION 
 
Staff would like to address several points in the Kiernan Position Statement.  The first is 
related to the District Court Order and the second is Site Plan Review Procedure.   
 
District Court Order 
 
The second paragraph in the Position Statement states “Prior proceedings were 
overturned by the District Court for Garfield County, Civil Action No. 2017CV17, thus all 
proceedings now before the BOA are as if the hearing and ruling by the Planning 
Commission acting as the BOA in 2017 did not occur.”   
 
The District Court’s Order on the Plaintiff’s Rule 106 Complaint dated December 26, 
2018 indicated that the Town acted outside of its enabling legislation (i.e., Code) in 
leaving the BOA unstaffed, and allowing the P&Z to self-appoint its members to 
temporary fill the entire membership of the BOA.  Because the Town’s agents acted 
outside the scope of their authority in forming the BOA, the BOA’s action in overturning 
the building permit is void.  The case was remanded back to the Town for 
reconsideration of the Neighbors appeal by the proper authority – the BOA – properly 
constituted under the terms of the UDC.   
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Site Plan Review Procedure 
 
The second point relates to a statement included in Issue 1 on page 6 of the Position 
Statement (under Kiernan’s Position on Issues).  This text includes a statement that 
single-family detached dwellings without accessory dwelling units are exempt from site 
plan review (UDC 2.5.3.B.3.).  It goes on to say that because of that, “the proposed 
project is exempt from a subjective review to the Comprehensive Plan and the OTR 
purpose section – both of which might normally be referenced for site plan reviews and 
variances.”   
 
Town Staff respectfully disagrees with this position.  Section 2.5.3.B.3. is located under 
the umbrella of Chapter 2.5 Procedures and Approval Criteria:  Development Permits.  
This is a procedural section intended to outline process, submittal requirements and 
criteria.   
 
UDC Section 2.5.3.B. sets out the site plan review procedures required for various 
projects.  The appropriate procedures are based on thresholds such as number of 
dwelling units or square footage of buildings.  Section 2.5.3. includes Table 2.5-1 which 
lists those thresholds.   
 
This section exempts a single family home from a procedure.  It does not exempt a 
single-family house in the OTR from complying with the zoning and development 
standards in the UDC, including the purpose section of the Old Town Residential 
District.   
 
In addition, Section 3.1.3.A. states unless expressly exempted, all regulations in this 
chapter shall apply to allow development in the respective zoning district.  The 
exemption in UDC Section 2.5.3.B.3. is an exemption from a formal site plan review 
process, not from regulations in the OTR zone district including the purpose statement.  
 
Single-family homes in the OTR zone district are only required to submit for a building 
permit directly with no planning process.  However, site plans, which are required to be 
submitted with building permit applications, are reviewed for compliance with the UDC.  
Over the last two years, Staff has been administering the OTR zone district as a whole.  
This includes reviewing the purpose section of the OTR zone district which sets out the 
more qualitative standards as well as the sections which include the standards which 
can be quantified.   
 
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT ACTION 
 
Section 2.7.2.C.3. states that the BOA shall consider the following in determining 
whether to affirm, reverse, or amend a decision: 
 

1. The facts involved in the application or request, as presented by the appellant 
and the Director, the requirements and intent of the applicable provisions of the 
Code, and the written decision being appealed;  
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2. Evidence of the manner in which the provision has been interpreted in the past; 

 
3. The position or negative impact of the requested development on the 

achievement of the Town’s stated goals and strategies; and 
 

4. The impact on the Town’s ability to implement its Comprehensive Plan.   
 

5. In granting a decision on an appeal of an administrative officer, the BOA may 
reverse the officer in whole or in part or may modify the order, requirement, 
decision or determination appealed from.  The BOA may require reasonable 
safeguards or conditions to be imposed.   

 
Any appeal from the BOA would be to the courts if such appeal is made in accordance 
with C.R.C.P. 106aIV.   
 
FISCAL ANAYLSIS 
 
There may be financial implications for the Town in the event the decision of the 
BOA is appealed by the Neighbors or Pat Kiernan to District Court.   
 
RECOMMENDATION  
 
There are three separate issues mentioned in the appeal letter the BOA may want to 
consider:   
 

1. Is the structure a single-family residence or a boardinghouse?   
2. Does the structure comply with the UDC, including the OTR zone district?     
3. Is there adequate parking?   

 
The BOA should make a determination as to whether the Administrative Decision to 
issue the Building Permit was correct or incorrect, utilizing the findings in Section 
2.7.2.C.3.  
 
As noted in this section, after reviewing the facts involved in the application, the 
requirements and intent of the applicable provisions of the Code, and the written 
decision being appealed, and after reviewing evidence of the manner in which the 
provision has been interpreted in the past, how does the BOA find on the following:     
 

1. The positive or negative impact of the requested development on the 
achievement of the Town’s stated goals and strategies; and 

 
2. The impact on the Town’s ability to implement its Comprehensive Plan.   
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After discussions and deliberation, the BOA should decide whether to grant the appeal 
reversing the Building Official’s decision to issue to the building permit or deny the 
appeal to uphold the issuance of a building permit, or grant with conditions.   
 
Recommended motion:  Move to grant the appeal, deny the appeal, or continue the 
hearing to a date certain.   
 
In the event of a continuance, the Meeting Room is available on the following dates: 
 
July 29, 2019 
July 30, 2019 
July 31, 2019 
August 19, 2019 
August 28, 2019 
 
Prepared by:  Janet Buck, Planning Director 
 



 

728 EUCLID APPEAL  

SCHEDULE FOR PARTIES’ SUBMISSION OF POSITION STATEMENTS 

May 1, 2019 

 

The purpose of this schedule is to set forth deadlines for the submission of position statements in 

advance of the public hearing related to the appeal of an administrative decision to issue a 

building permit for property located at 728 Euclid Avenue. The building permit was issued to Pat 

Kiernan (Kiernan). The administrative decision to issue the building permit was appealed by a 

number of neighbors (Neighbors). A hearing is set before the BOA on June 10, 2019.   

 

May 3, 2019: Deadline for Kiernan to provide Neighbors with draft position statement. 

 

May 13, 2019:  Deadline for Neighbors to provide Kiernan with draft position 

statement(s). 

 

May 20, 2019:  Deadline for Kiernan to provide Neighbors with any revisions to 

Kiernan’s position statement based on review of Neighbors’ statements.  

 

May 20-24: All parties may make final revisions to their respective statements 

(optional).  

 

May 24, 2019**: All parties submit final position statements to the Town.  

 

June 3, 2019:  Staff report and packet deadline. 

 

June 10, 2019:  Date of public hearing.   

 

 

**Please submit by 4:00 p.m. No additional material will be accepted from the parties after the 

May 24 deadline.   
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John Leybourne

From: Tarn Udall <CTUdall@hollandhart.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2019 5:40 PM
To: markitect742@gmail.com; rsdmarsh@msn.com; sarge@rof.net; alarokokomag@aol.com; 

mchain@sopris.net; yowebs@yahoo.com; mm@margaretmathers.com; awtaylor@sopris.net; 
lhalloranglass@gmail.com; dgunther1@msn.com; salannsny@aol.com; ritaecm@hotmail.com; 
printesse@gmail.com; charlie.charliewillmanlaw@gmail.com

Cc: Mark Hamilton; Janet Buck; Mary Sikes; Jay Harrington
Subject: June 10, 2019 BOA Hearing - 728 Euclid Avenue

Dear all: 
 
The Town issued the schedule for the parties’ submissions yesterday, May 1, 2019, to which the parties had agreed. The 
dates are in effect. As noted in the schedule, the opportunity to revise a draft position statement is optional and up to 
the individual. If an individual elects to waive the right to revisions and submits directly to the Town on or before the 
applicable deadline, all such submissions will be promptly provided to the other party, and such statements cannot be 
further revised and will be included in the staff packet as they were originally submitted. For those electing to preserve 
the opportunity for revisions, please provide draft statements to the other side in advance of or on the applicable 
deadlines and all final materials to the Town by or on May 24.  
 
The Town takes no position on whether the parties stipulate to a common background statement. 
 
Regarding the issues on appeal, this is a de novo, quasi‐judicial hearing on the neighbors’ appeal of the Town Building 
Official’s decision to issue a building permit to Mr. Kiernan for a proposed residential structure at 728 Euclid. As a de 
novo hearing, there is no limit on the issues that may be raised before the BOA.  
 
Regarding the procedure at the BOA hearing, the parties should anticipate that Town staff will first present a staff report 
followed by the parties’ presentations. The parties will have equal amounts of time, with the neighbors going first and 
being able to reserve some of their allotted time for rebuttal. The parties should prepare for one hour per side.  Public 
comment will be taken following the parties’ presentations. The UDC provides that the chairman of the decision‐making 
body (here, the BOA) may administer oaths to witnesses. We will recommend that, at the beginning of the hearing, the 
BOA Chair swear in any individual who intends to or may offer factual testimony. Additionally, we will recommend that 
the BOA Chair permit questioning of any individual who offers factual testimony with questions directed through the 
Chair. Any additional requests or issues regarding procedures for the hearing should be addressed to the BOA Chair in 
advance of or at the hearing, and the BOA will resolve them.  
 
Finally, this is a quasi‐judicial hearing, and the rules of civil procedure and evidence do not strictly apply. Accordingly, the 
BOA may consider any materials submitted by the parties pursuant to the set schedule, the staff report and any 
materials included in the staff packet, materials submitted by the public in advance of the hearing, materials in the 
permit application file and any other materials existing in the record before the neighbors submitted their 2017 letter of 
appeal, and all statements and exhibits presented at the hearing. It is within the BOA’s discretion to determine the 
amount of weight to afford each type and piece of evidence, and the parties may argue the weight of the evidence.  
 
Best, 
Tarn 

 
Tarn Udall 
Associate  
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600 East Main Street, Suite 104, Aspen, CO 81611 
T 970.429.6889  M 970.309.5512 

 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is confidential and may be privileged. If you believe that this email has been sent to you in error, please reply to the 
sender that you received the message in error; then please delete this e-mail.  
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John Leybourne

From: Charlie Willman <charlie.charliewillmanlaw@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2019 3:02 PM
To: Mary Sikes
Cc: Janet Buck; Tarn Udall; Mark Hamilton; markitect742@gmail.com; Connie
Subject: Re: Attached Submittal to the Town of Carbondale

I object to any of this information (May 24, 2019 submittals send by Mary Sikes)  being considered by the BOA and these 
should not be presented to the BOA as this would violate the procedural due process agreements reached by the parties as 
to deadlines.  We were not able to respond to these as contemplated by the procedural agreements.  See Mary Sikes email 
dated May 1, 2019 and attachment to the same which advised all parties of the deadlines and process for providing 
position statements.   
 
I also want to state, once again, our position that this hearing is a quasi judicial hearing and not a public hearing.  The only 
evidence the BOA is to consider is that evidence presented at the hearing on June 10, 2019.  All evidence presented by 
either party at that hearing shall be subject to cross examination.  Any "staff report" is not evidence and may not be 
considered by the BOA in its decision unless presented under oath at the hearing.  Any statements not made under oath 
should not be considered as evidence by the BOA. 
 
 

 

On 5/24/2019 4:53 PM, Mary Sikes wrote: 

Charlie, 
  
Attached please find the submittal given to the Town of Carbondale this afternoon. 
  
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
  
Mary Sikes 
Building & Planning Technician 
Town of Carbondale 
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511 Colorado Avenue 
Carbondale, CO 81623 
(970) 510‐1210 
msikes@carbondaleco.net 
  
  

 
 

To help protect you r priv acy, Microsoft Office prevented 
auto matic downlo ad o f this picture from the Internet.

 

Virus-free. www.avast.com  
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John Leybourne

From: Mark Mahoney <markitect742@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, June 01, 2019 6:42 AM
To: Mark Hamilton; Tarn Udall
Cc: Janet Buck
Subject: 728 Euclid Avenue - Procedures
Attachments: Position Statement -DRAFT.pdf

Mark, 
 
We object to Mr. Willman’s objections (via his May 31 2019 email) to submittals being considered by the BOA. We 
followed the instructions in Mary Sikes' email, dated May 1 2019, as follows: 
 
• May 13, 2019: We submitted a draft position statement to the opposing party. The draft position statement contained 
our draft thoughts on Non‐Compliance with the Purpose Statement, Non‐Conforming Use, and Parking.  
 
• May 24, 2019: We submitted our final position statements to the Town. The final position statements contained our 
final thoughts on Non‐Compliance with the Purpose Statement, Non‐Conforming Use, Parking, and the lack of an 
approved Landscaping Plan. The landscape plan issue, which was not part of our draft position statement, is a well‐
known issue that was part of the previous hearing and should not be a surprise to anyone.  
 
The final position statements (which included additional letters from some of the neighbor group) bolstered our draft 
positions, but did not introduce any new issues that I am aware of, other than the landscape plan. Even though there 
was no language in Mary’s or Tarn Udall’s instructions regarding how thorough the draft statements must be, we feel 
that we complied with the letter and the spirit of the procedural agreements. We cannot understand the basis of Mr. 
Willman’s objection to the inclusion of the letters to the BOA.  
 
It should be noted that Mr. Willman forfeited his right to revise his statement when he sent his draft position statement 
directly to the Town on May 3, 2019. According to Tarn Udall’s email of May 2, "If an individual elects to waive the right 
to revisions and submits directly to the Town on or before the applicable deadline, all such submissions will be promptly 
provided to the other party, and such statements cannot be further revised and will be included in the staff packet as 
they were originally submitted. For those electing to preserve the opportunity for revisions, please provide draft 
statements to the other side in advance of or on the applicable deadlines and all final materials to the Town by or on 
May 24”. His contention that he was not able to respond to the letters submitted on May 24 is therefore moot. The 
applicant’s final position statement should not be submitted to the BOA.  
 
We also take exception to Mr. Willman’s inclusion of our draft position statement in his final Position Statement. It was 
never the intent that our statement would be anything but a draft (please see attached Position Statement labeled 
“DRAFT”). The draft was a preliminary version of the neighbor’s position of the issues, but by no means was it the final 
version. We strongly object to opposing party altering our draft position statement (by deleting the word “DRAFT” from 
both pages, and by re‐formatting our text into his headings under Appellants Positions on Issues) and presenting it as a 
final version. We request that the Town remove or cause to be removed any inclusion of our statement from his Position 
Statement before it goes to the BOA.  
 
Finally, we ask that the Town resolve other procedural issues brought up by Mr. Willman. In his draft position statement, 
under Procedural Agreements, he lists (6) items, claiming “the parties have agreed on the following procedures before 
and during the hearing”. This is untrue, as the appellants did not agree to any procedures generated by Mr. Willman. In 
his final position statement (which we contend should not be submitted to the BOA for reasons stated above), under 
Kiernan’s position on Procedures, Mr. Kiernan asks that the BOA adopt (6) procedures, many of which are contrary to 
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the email Tarn sent out on May 2. It is our concern that the hearing will quickly devolve into a procedural discussion with 
no resolution. Can the BOA issue a final set of procedures prior to the hearing?  
 
Thank you. 
 
Best Regards,  
 
Mark Mahoney 
970.987.2043 

 



24 May 2019


Board of Adjustment

511 Colorado Avenue

Carbondale CO 81623


Dear Members of the Board of Adjustment,


We are writing in regards to the decision by the Town of Carbondale to issue a building permit 
for the project at 728 Euclid Avenue. We urge this Board to re-consider that decision in light of 
points made below, and also in light of the objections raised by other neighbors in letters in 
support of the appeal.


1. NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE PURPOSE STATEMENT 

Our first issue with the proposed development is that it does not comply with UDC § 3.2.3.A. 
The UDC was approved by the Board of Trustees to create an Old Town Residential zone 
district, “which new district will better accommodate the historical structures and present and 
future land use patterns within this unique residential zoning area that is adjacent to downtown 
Carbondale” (Ordinance No.5, Series of 2008).


The Purpose statement (UDC § 3.2.3.A) for the Old Town Residential zone district reads as 
follows (emphasis added):


	 The purpose of the Old Town Residential district is to allow residential uses and 
densities that are consistent with the historic character of Old Town Carbondale. 
This area has unique scenic, historic, natural, and design features that should be 
preserved and integrated into new development. Special emphasis shall be placed 
on the quality and character of the built environment in this district, and the 
unique lot and home sizes characteristic of the original Townsite. The OTR 	 	 	

	 district should emphasize pedestrians more than cars. Single-family dwelling 	 	 	
	 units continue to be the predominant development type in this district. 

 We believe that neither the §3.2.3.A Purpose statement, nor §5.6.1.a through §5.6.1.e, 
Residential Site and Building Design were properly considered by the Town when reviewing the 
project’s building permit application, and that only the dimensional criteria (Tables 3.2-3 and 
3.2-4) were considered. We believe this to be an unintentional oversight on the part of the 
Town, which was reviewing the permit submission under a relatively new Land Use Code. 


APPLICABILITY 

There are numerous code sections which state the importance and direct applicability of the 
Purpose Statements for each zone district. Specifically;


	 Section 1.31. This Unified development Code is enacted to protect the public health, 	 	
	 safety, and general welfare and to implement the policies of the Town of Carbondale, 	 	
	 Comprehensive Plan and adopted area plans, as may be amended from time to time.  

	 Section 1.5.1. Jurisdiction: this code shall apply to all land, buildings, structures, and 	
	 uses thereof located within the corporate boundaries of the town of Carbondale, 		
	 Colorado, unless an exemption is provided by or pursuant to the terms of this code. 
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	 Section 1.6 UDC Relationship to Comprehensive Plan and Other Adopted Plans: 	 	 

The Board of Trustees intends for this Code to implement the planning policies in 	 	

	 the Comprehensive Plan and other land use plans and planning documents. While 	 	
	 the Board of Trustees reaffirms its commitment that this Code be in conformity 	 	 	
	 with the Comprehensive Plan and adopted planning policies, the Board hereby 	 	 	
	 expresses its intent that neither this Code nor any amendment to it may be 	 	 	
	 challenged on the basis of any alleged nonconformity with any planning 	 	 	 	
	 document. 

 Section 1.8.1 C. Enforcement Generally – Permits And Approvals; No permit or 	 	
	 approval may be issued under this code unless all structures and uses of land to be 	
	 authorized by the permit or approval conforms to this code, and the terms and 	 	
	 conditions of other applicable permits and approvals issued under this code. Except as 
	 otherwise required by Colorado law, a permit or approval issued in violation of this code 
 is void. 

 Section 3.1.3. Applicability of District Regulations – unless expressly exempted, all  
 regulations in this chapter shall apply to all development in the respective zoning   
 districts. 

The sections noted above require compliance. Zoning, planning and comprehensive plans 
are much more than simple dimensional requirements. Additionally, the UDC provides 
instructions to the Board of Adjustment; 

	 Section 2.7.2 C.3.  Town Issues Decision and Findings 
	  a. The decision-making body (Board of Adjustment or Board of Trustees, as 
 	 applicable) shall consider the following in determining whether to affirm, 
 	 reverse, or amend a decision or interpretation of another decision-making 
 	 body: 
	  i. The facts involved in the application or request, as presented by the 
	 appellant and the Director, the requirements and intent of the applicable 

provisions of the Code, and the written decision being appealed; 
	 ii. Evidence of the manner in which the provision has been interpreted in the 
	 past; 
	 iii. The positive or negative impact of the requested development on the 

achievement of the Town’s stated development goals and strategies; and 
iv. The impact on the Town’s ability to implement its Comprehensive Plan. 

 CODE SECTIONS WITH RELEVANCE TO THE PURPOSE STATEMENT 

In addition to the OTR Purpose Statement, there are numerous examples of language in the 
UDC and the Comprehensive Plan that illustrate emphasis on the quality and character of 
development in OTR;


• UDC 5.6 Residential Site and Building Design 
	 § 5.6.1 PURPOSE 
	 The standards of this section are intended to promote high-quality residential 
 	 development and construction; protect property values; encourage visual variety and 
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	  architectural compatibility; and promote the unique character of Carbondale’s 
 	 neighborhoods. Specifically, the standards: 
 A. Promote new residential developments that are distinctive, have character, and 	 	
	 relate and connect to established neighborhoods; 
	 B. Provide variety and visual interest in the exterior design of residential buildings; 
	 C. Enhance the residential streetscape and diminish the prominence of garages and 	 	
	 parking areas; 
	 D. Enhance public safety by preventing garages from obscuring main entrances or 	 	
	 blocking views of the street from inside residences; and 
	 E. Improve the compatibility of infill projects, particularly attached and multi-family 	 	
	 residential development, with the residential character of surrounding neighborhoods.


• Comprehensive Plan § 2.2 Small Town Character Vision and Goals 
	 Strategies for Small Town Community Character 
	 While the details vary from one neighborhood to the next, there are several cornerstones 
	 of small town character: compact small town form, pedestrian/bike friendly details and 
	 human-scaled streetscapes, street trees and ample landscaping, buildings that fit with 

the scale of the neighborhoods, street emphasis on buildings and pedestrians instead 
	 of off-street parking or garages, open ditches and naturalized storm water management 		
	 instead of curb and gutter. 

• Comprehensive Plan § 4.2 Old Town - 
	 This zone district emphasizes the historic character of the Old Town neighborhood. 

• Comprehensive Plan 4.2 - Future Land Use Designation Summary Table

	 Building mass and scale and architecture: 

Mitigate visual/solar impacts: step buildings down, limit vertical sidewall height. 
	 Building mass, scale and architecture: Mitigate impacts of structures on adjacent 

properties and streets and maintain open access to sunlight and air flow. 
	 • Step buildings down in scale as they approach alleys. 

• Limit height on vertical sidewalls. 
• The bulk of detached ADUs need to be scaled to be visually secondary to the main 	 	

	 dwelling. 
	 • Encourage architectural variety in new buildings and redevelopment of existing 		 	
	 buildings. 

• Avoid prominent garages facing streets. 
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OBJECTIVE METHODS TO EVALUATE COMPLIANCE WITH THE PURPOSE STATEMENT 

Home Sizes in the OTR 

• According to data from the Garfield County Assessor Site, the proposed project would rank at 
the top or near-top of each of the following categories among all existing properties located in 
the OTR zone district and not defined as Duplex/Triplexes:


	 Category	 	 	 	 	 	 Rank

	 Total Heated Square Footage	 (THSF)	 	 First (4371 SF)

	 Gross Living Area (GLA)	 	 	 	 Third (2963 SF)

	 # of Bedrooms	 	 	 	 	 First -tied (5 Bedrooms)

	 # of Baths	 	 	 	 	 	 First (6 1/2 Baths)


• The proposed development is significantly larger than the average (mean) house size of all 
OTR Single Family Residences: 


	 Average Existing OTR house (GLA)	 	 	 1749 sf

	 Proposed Development (GLA)	 	 	 2963 sf (170% of average)	 


	 Average Existing OTR house (THSF)		 	 1790 sf

	 Proposed Development (THSF)	 	 	 4371 sf (244% of average)


Lot Sizes in the OTR 

• According to data from the Garfield County Assessor Site, there are (13) properties in OTR 
that are between 7,000 and 10,000 sf in size. The average home size among those is 1777 sf 
(GLA) and 2124 sf (THSF). The applicant’s property is 7040 sf and the proposed development 
is 2963 sf (GLA) and 4371 (THSF). 


• According to data from the Garfield County Assessor Site, there are (14) properties in 	 	 	
OTR that are larger than 10,000 sf. The average (mean) home size on those properties is 	
2047 sf (THSF). 


There is no evidence that a larger lot necessarily results in a substantially larger house. On the 
OTR properties that are at least 10,000 sf (42% larger than the applicant’s), the average house 
size is one-half the size of the applicant’s development.


Design Features in OTR 


The following are common design features found in OTR that speak to the quality and 
character of the built environment;


	 • Multiple Masses - In 34 of 35 SFR in OTR with Gross Living Areas over 1600sf, 		 	
	 residences are broken up into multiple masses and shapes.


The proposed development is a  single rectangular mass. 


• In 34 of 35 SFR in OTR with Gross Living Areas over 1600 sf, the ground floor footprint 
is larger than the second floor, resulting in massing that decreases as it rises.


The proposed development has identical first and second floor footprints. The resulting design 
is a two-story box that is unlike any other house of its size in OTR.
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QUALITATIVE METHODS TO EVALUATE COMPLIANCE WITH THE PURPOSE STATEMENT 

This project does not place special emphasis on the unique lot and home sizes of the original 
townsite. It does not relate to or connect with the established neighborhood. It does not fit in 
with the scale of the neighborhood, nor does it attempt to emphasize the historic character of 
the Old Town neighborhood. 


The proposed project makes no effort to mitigate its impact on its adjacent neighbors in any 
way. It does not step down or limit its vertical walls, other than by meeting the maximum height 
allowed by the dimensional criteria. The design presents (2) 20’ high x 35’ long walls to it’s 
adjacent neighbors, as close to the sideyard setbacks as logistically possible. We will present a 
scale model to illustrate the project’s impact on it’s neighbors.


Its size/massing is completely out of scale with the neighborhood, and out of character with 
the houses in OTR. The design seems much more similar to multi-family structures found in 
medium- and high-density residential zone districts in Carbondale:




Proposed (OTR)	 	 	              	 Colorado Avenue (R/MD) 

	 	 	 	 	 	  
2nd Street (R/HD)	 	 	 	 	 Village Road 	(R/MD)	 	 	 	  
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2. NON-COMPLIANCE WITH ALLOWABLE USES : BOARDING HOUSE 

• The floor plans for proposed development include (5) bedrooms, (3) of which are configured 
as suites with an additional room. The entry-level bedroom suite has a separate entrance. The 
family room has a full bath and closet, similar to the bedroom layouts. The size of the family 
room (351 sf) is very comparable to the size of the bedroom/study in a typical suite (365 sf).


• There are (6-1/2) baths total.


• The applicant has stated that his intention with this development is to create rental housing.  


• The Planning Director stated in an memorandum dated December 30, 2016 that “the design of 
the structure appears to lend itself to a more intense use such as a Boardinghouse”. 

• The Building Official noted in an email to the applicant that the structure appears to be a 
“flophouse”. 

• The applicant, as a condition of approval for his building permit, stated that “it is not my 
intention to use this proposed home in violation of the Town occupancy standards as currently 
enforced”. (emphasis added)  

These facts, along with the sheer size of the project and the number of available sleeping 
quarters, lead us to agree with the Planning Director that “the structure lends itself to a more 
intense use such as a Boardinghouse”. Boardinghouses are not a permitted use in any 
residential zone district (UDC Table 4.2-1).  

It is reasonable to anticipate that the structure, at some time in its lifespan, will be used to its full 
potential and will house more than (4) unrelated adults in a manner consistent with the definition 
of a Boarding House: A building, other than hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, or multifamily  
dwellings, arranged or used for lodging for compensation, with or without meals, and not    
occupied as a single family unit. 
  
We feel, due to the unique nature of this project, that the highlighted option below should be 
applied to this project, and that it should be considered a Boarding House. 

 UDC 2.3.7. STEP SEVEN: TOWN ISSUES DECISION AND FINDINGS 
	 C. Conditions of Approval 
	 2. All conditions of approval shall be reasonably related to the anticipated impacts 

 of the proposed use or development or shall be based upon standards duly 
	  adopted by the Town.   

The impact of setting a precedent for structures of this size, with the clear potential for violation 
of the “four unrelated persons” standard, would have detrimental effects on the OTR zone 
district, and is in opposition to the OTR Purpose Statement and the Comprehensive Plan. 
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3. PARKING 

Per Table 5.8-1, Dwelling Units, single family detached, requires 2.5 off-street parking spaces 
per 3 bedroom units over 900 sf.   


The plans for the proposed development show (5) bedrooms. It is reasonable to anticipate that 
(5) bedrooms will generate the need for more than (2) off-street parking spaces. We ask that, 
under UDC Section 2.3.7, that this project provide an appropriate number of off-street parking 
spaces. 


4. LANDSCAPING 

An approved landscape plan is required. Carbondale Municipal Code Section 7-5-10.e states: 
“The building Department shall require all building permit applicants to: 1. Submit a site plan 
which includes the location of existing and proposed street trees, utilities and any tree to be 
removed in the public right-of-way…3. Submit a plan showing location, size and type of all 
trees to be planted in the public right-of-way.” 

The UDC (Section 5.6.6.B.1) requires a minimum of (3) deciduous canopy trees (street trees) 
with a minimum 2.5-inch caliper and of a species that meets the Town standards to be planted 
in the public right-of-way adjacent to the front yard of a property. 


Without a comprehensive site/landscape plan it is impossible for Public Works and the Tree 
Board to assess the placement of the street trees in the public right-of-way or to approve this 
application as required by code. It is possible that, given the location of the existing ditch, the 
placement of the required trees might affect the siting of the proposed development. We 
therefore ask that an approved landscape plan be required prior to the issuance of a building 
permit.


5. SUMMARY 

UDC Section 2.7.2 C.3 uses the mandatory phrase “the decision-making body (Board of 
Adjustment…) shall consider… the requirements and the intent of the applicable provisions of 
the code, and the positive or negative impact of the requested development on the 
achievement of the Town’s stated development goals and strategies; and the impact on the 
Town’s ability to implement its Comprehensive Plan.“ 

It is difficult to see how this project furthers the goals of OTR or the Comprehensive Plan. The 
applicant argues that he is not even subject to the qualitative standards of OTR or to the 
Comprehensive Plan. We disagree. What is clear is that the design makes no attempt to meet 
either. 


If the dimensional criteria in Tables 3.2-3 and 3.2-4 were sufficient to meet the intent of the 
OTR by themselves, then there would be no reason to include a Purpose Statement. The 
Purpose Statement and the dimensional criteria should work in concert, supporting one 
another, rather than being seen at odds with each other. This proposed development conforms 
to dimensional standards, but demonstrates its lack of conformance to a qualitative standard 
by pushing every dimensional regulation to the absolute limit. 
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This project, due to its size, massing, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, and limited number 
of parking spaces, will have the largest impact of any house in the Old Town Residential zone 
district. The foreseeable risks are too great and the permanent effects to OTR is too damaging 
to let this project proceed as designed.


We ask the Board of Adjustment to uphold the standards and goals set by the UDC, and to 
overturn the decision to issue a building permit for this project. 


Thank you very much for your consideration in this matter.


Mark Mahoney   	 742 Euclid Avenue


Richard Marsh		 694 Euclid Avenue

	 

Rita Marsh	 	 694 Euclid Avenue


Margaret Mathers	 116 S 8th Street


Don Gunther	 	 689 Glassier Drive


Frank Norwood	 765 Sopris Avenue


Sally Norwood		 765 Sopris Avenue


Mary Whalen	 	 228 S 8th Street




View from Euclid Avenue 
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OTR PROPERTIES (from Garfield County Assessor’s Office unless otherwise noted)

Address Gross Living Area Total Heated Square Footage Property Size # of Bedrooms # of Baths Year Built Notes (by author)

228 8th Street 900 900 11,000 2 1 1938

742 Euclid Avenue 960 960 6875 3 1.5 1970

728 Euclid Avenue 2963 (rank -3rd) 4371  (rank  - 1st) 7040 5  (rank - tied for 1st) 6.5  (rank - 1st) n/a Proposed

710 Euclid Avenue B1 2429 3272 8085 2019 Owner-Supplied

710 Euclid Avenue B2 635 635 1 1 2019 Attached ADU

694 Euclid Avenue 1498 1498 7150 2 1.5 1977

682 Euclid Avenue 2388 3287 6600 2 3 1930

658 Euclid Avenue 2354 3164 10,439 5 3.75 1966

634 Euclid Avenue 3603 (D/T) 3603 7403 4 5.5 1951 Dup/Triplex

225 Weant Blvd 1411 1916 9900 3 2 1951

224 Weant Blvd 2068 2068 10,454 5 3 1958

444 Euclid Avenue 1969 1969 7700 3 2.25 1976

442 Euclid Avenue 2599 2599 6875 3 2.5 2008

225 S 4th Street 1796 1796 6875 3 2 1898

378 Euclid Avenue 2134 2134 8250 2 1.75 1893

Euclid Avenue 2950 2950 5720 4 3.5 2007

358 Euclid Avenue 1860 1860 6435 2 2.75 1996

235 S 3rd Street 3060 3060 6297 4 2.5 1910

206 S 3rd Street 1640 1640 5500 3 2 1948

236 S 3rd Street 1454 1454 5500 2 0.75 1949

238 Euclid Avenue B2 621 621 5500 1 1 2005

238 Euclid Avenue B1 2604 3916 3 3.5 2005

234 Euclid Avenue 1893 1803 5500 4 2 1883

202 Euclid Avenue 1375 1375 11,000 2 1.5 1883

785 Sopris Avenue 1722 1722 11,000 3 1.75 1995

765 Sopris Avenue 860 1708 8250 3 1.75 1951

725 Sopris Avenue 1212 1212 6875 3 1 1972

715 Sopris Avenue 1642 2082 6875 3 1.75 1977

687 Sopris Avenue 1872 1872 8250 3 1.75 1982

677 Sopris Avenue 1131 2262 5500 2 2,5 1969

661 Sopris Avenue 1352 2704 11,000 4 3.5 1959

617 Sopris Avenue 2428 3116 5500 5 4.25 2008

601 Sopris Avenue B1 600 600 5755 1 1 2007

601 Sopris Avenue B2 2056 2928 5755 3 3.5 2007

228 Weant Blvd 1064 2128 18,730 3 2 1954

275 4th Street 2144 2144 11,000 4 2 1913

389 Sopris Avenue 1156 1156 5663 3 1 1898

266 S 4th Street 1596 1596 5500 3 1 1999

359 Sopris Avenue 2072 2072 11,000 2 1.75 1950

319 Sopris Avenue 2183 2183 11,000 3 1.75 1990

 

296 S 3rd Street 935 935 2750 2 1 1885

289 Sopris Avenue 1306 1306 5500 3 2.5 1883

259 Sopris Avenue 1375 1375 5500 1 1 1883

243 Sopris Avenue 1728 1728 8250 4 2.7 1950

219 Sopris Avenue 1176 2352 6000 5 2.75 1883

756 Sopris Avenue 2396 2396 8250 4 2.5 1990

734 Sopris Avenue 3040 4357 8250 4 3 2017

702 Sopris Avenue 1403 1403 8250 2 1.75 1994

678 Sopris Avenue 1427 1427 11,000 4 2.25 1960

668 Sopris Avenue 1344 2688 5500 4 3.5 1995

654 Sopris Avenue 1351 2695 5500 4 2.75 1995

642 Sopris Avenue 1008 2016 8250 4 2 1960

618 Sopris Avenue 1824 1824 11,264 3 1.75 1972

600 Sopris Avenue 2000 2000 3920 2 2.5 2009

379 Euclid Avenue 1892 1892 4400 2 1.5 1888

174 S 4th Street 984 984 4290 2 1 1888

162 4th Street 792 792 3410 1 1 1888

351 Euclid Avenue 1836 3372 8250 8 4 1966 Multi-Unit

195 S 3rd Street 1384 1384 6534 2 1 1888

189 S 3rd Street 1554 2322 6534 4 2.5 1985

279 Euclid Avenue 848 848 5663 1 1 1883

150 S 3rd Street 950 950 5662 2 1.5 1979

251 Euclid Avenue 1354 1354 8250 3 1 1893

231 Euclid Avenue 1918 2404 6875 4 3.5 2004

211 Euclid Avenue 2048 2048 6875 4 1.75 1893

370 Garfield Avenue 3065 (D/T) 3705 6875 4 2.75 1888 Dup-Triplex

350 Garfield Avenue 2046 2046 6875 3 2.25 1900

326 Garfield Avenue 1026 1026 13,750 2 1 1888

278 Garfield Avenue 3166 3919 11,000 5 5.5 1900

266 Garfield Avenue 2205 2205 5500 3 3.5 1923

246 Garfield Avenue 2916 4098 5500 4 4.5 2008

226 Garfield Avenue 1656 1656 5500 2 2 1898

210 Garfield Avenue 2706 2706 5500 4 2.25 2015

Address
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May 24, 2019 
 
Board of Adjustment 
Town of Carbondale 
511 Colorado Ave. 
Carbondale, CO 81623 
 
Re: Building Permit for 728 Euclid Avenue 
 
Dear Members of the Board of Adjustment: 
 
I am one of the signatories for the appeal for the above referenced permit. I 
would ask you to consider ruling in favor of the appeal and that the building 
permit not be issued. After reviewing the permit drawings and being familiar with 
the present and past designs for this property, it is my opinion that the 
development plan does not meet the Intent of the Old Town Residential (OTR) 
Zone District. In addition, the proposed use – as a single family detached home – 
is questionable.  The use is being set up for multiple occupancies and these will 
be difficult to manage from a regulatory perspective, now and in the future.  I will 
provide some background on the OTR Zone District purpose and intent, and 
information on the surrounding neighborhood demonstrating that the 728 
development should not receive a building permit.  
 
The OTR Zone District 
 
The Old Town Residential Zone District forms the heart of Old Town Carbondale 
and is located south of Main Street. Except for the Town’s Agricultural Zone 
District, it has the most restrictive zoning in town. The intent and purpose 
statement of the OTR district is contained in section 3.2.3 of the UDC and has 
been addressed in other documents presented by the neighborhood group. The 
purpose is quite clear in that it states: “…to allow residential uses and densities 
that are consistent with the historic character of Old Town Carbondale”.  Other 
significant statements contained in the purpose section are: 

• the area has unique scenic, historic, natural, and design features that 
should be preserved and integrated into new development. 

• Special emphasis to be placed on the quality and character of the built 
environment… and unique lot and home sizes. 

 
(Note: the purpose statement has been included in its entirety in other submitted 
documents so there is no need to reinsert it here). 
 
I take the purpose statement to mean that new development should be 
consistent with the historic character and local design features and make 
significant efforts to “fit in” with the neighboring built environment – including the 
“home sizes” characteristic of the original town site in general and the 
neighborhood in particular. The neighbor’s concern is really a matter of scale. In 
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order to analyze and address this concern, I will present some background on 
the surrounding neighborhood. 
 
The Neighborhood 
 
I tried to go beyond the specific block and street where the development is being 
proposed in order to put both the building permit proposal and the neighborhood 
in a larger context. For this neighborhood, I considered the area South of Garfield 
Avenue through and including the block on the south side of Sopris Avenue, and 
slightly beyond 7th Street on the east and beyond 8th Street on the west (see 
Map). 
 
This neighborhood is a mix of OTR and Residential/Medium Density properties. 
Homes are mostly modest, characterized largely by single family detached 
dwellings with a few ADU’s and second units thrown in. The neighborhood is 
remarkably stable, and in fact is probably the most stable neighborhood in the 
entire Valley. Some residents have lived here for 40 years or more and it is not 
unusual for the residents to have been in their home for more than 25 years. 
Hence some of the concern. 
 
The data (Excel spread sheet attached) shows that the overwhelming majority of 
properties are modest in size, most being three bedrooms in size and having two 
baths or less. I am aware of one basement apartment, and three ADU’s, with one 
of them being used as a short-term rental. Yet for the most part, these additional 
units fit in seamlessly within the neighborhood. The majority of the Medium 
Density properties are still single-family in nature.  
 
A 6 ½ bath, 5- bed home would appear out of scale and “character” for this 
neighborhood – and it is. What is even more disconcerting to some residents is 
the fact that at least 3 bedrooms are set up with sitting rooms and individual 
baths, with the appearance of being “separate suites”. The unique aspect of 
modest single-family homes that is the essential character and historic feature of 
the neighborhood is being ignored and the unique scale is not being “preserved 
and integrated” into the development plan.  
 
Use of The Structure 
 
The use of the structure is also a source of concern for the residents. My initial 
take when I saw the plans was that this development is being designed as an 
income property asset. One person on staff went far is to call it a “flophouse” and 
while that was probably meant to start a serious discussion, I am not sure that it 
went very far at a staff level. Let’s look quickly at some of the potential uses in 
the OTR district. Listed Uses in the OTR District under the Household Living, 
Group Living, Accessory Uses and Lodging Facilities categories include (type of 
use -e.g. permitted, conditional use, special use etc. noted): 

• Dwelling, single-family detached (P) 
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• Group home (  C  ) 
• ADU (S) 
• Bed and Breakfast (S) 

 
Note that only single-family detached uses are permitted by right. (Even a Bed 
and Breakfast is a special use, and since the maximum number bedrooms 
allowed is 5, that would be pushing the limit for this structure – especially in the 
OTR. No one is claiming this is a Bed & Breakfast – just that such large and 
intensive require public hearings and additional review in the OTR).  Please note 
that boardinghouses are prohibited in any Residential Zone District 
 
The way the distinct bedroom suites are laid out, it is easy to envision separate 
living quarters – which could lead one to assume it could be a boardinghouse or 
short-term rental. Another logical use is renting out separate rooms. 
Theoretically, the definition of “family” should limit that. One of the criteria in the 
definition of “Family” is that not more than four unrelated persons can occupy a 
dwelling. However, enforcement in general in town is complaint driven, therefore, 
enforcement of such regulations will be difficult and would require continual 
monitoring by neighbors.   
 
So, after considerable thought, my opinion is that the layout and design lend itself 
to high occupancy rentals by a number of means or as a bandit multi-unit 
property, and this would be an intrusion into the neighborhood (and a violation of 
many code parameters). It would also tend to attract future owners who would 
look at this as primarily an “income producing” property. 
 
 
Final Thoughts 
 
This building permit should not be issued. Why? 

• It does not meet the purpose or intent statement for the OTR. Specifically, 
it is not consistent with the historic character of the neighborhood and 
does not integrate into the development plan the scale and character of 
the built environment in the OTR and the characteristic home sizes. 

• The building permit is out of scale and character with the great majority of 
residential uses in the neighborhood, even those in the Medium Density 
Zone District. 

• The structure is laid out to easily accommodate a multi-rental situation. 
• The structure does not appear to comply with Section 5.6.1 a. through e. - 

Of the UDC. 
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Thank you for your consideration.  
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Mark Chain 
 
 
 
Mark Chain 
811 Garfield Ave. 
Carbondale, CO  81623 
 
 







May 23, 2019 
 
To: 
Board of Adjustment 
Carbondale Town Hall 
511 Colorado Ave. 
Carbondale, CO 81623 
 
From: 
Thomas and Charlotte Gottlieb 
743 Euclid Avenue 
Carbondale, CO  81623 
 
Re:  Public Hearing scheduled for June 10, 2019 
 
Board of Adjustment: 
 
I am writing in reference to the public hearing, appeal of an administrative decision to issue 
a building permit for the property located at 728 Euclid Avenue.  I am struck by the 
excellence of the Town of Carbondale document, Unified Development Code (UDC), 
which was effective from May 9, 2016 forward.  With great foresight the city leadership 
recognized that the current Roaring Fork Valley commerce might change the character of 
Carbondale if not managed through a thoughtful process of the Carbondale Planning 
Department.   
 
I note the following: 
• The leadership of the Mayor and the Trustees is devoted to this Mission; “Maintain 

and/or create a diversity of housing types through land use codes and planning goals.” 
• The UDC 1.3.3 is written as follows; “This Code is drawn with reasonable and able 

consideration, among other things, as to the character of each zoning district and its 
peculiar suitability for particular uses, and with a view to conserving the value of 
buildings and property and encouraging the most appropriate uses of land throughout 
the Town.” 

• A building permit is requested at 728 Euclid Avenue, a lot that is a part of the Old 
Town Residential District for a structure that is designed to be a “Boarding House” that 
might accommodate up to five or six different “families”.  This is a game changer for 
my neighborhood. 

• The Carbondale City administration approves a “Boarding House” in this district that 
does not appear to conform to the UDC land use and planning goals.   

 
So, I see a conflict.  It appears that within a single year of the implementation of the UDC 
that the master plan might be considered obsolete.  What has changed that the values of the 
community reflected in the UDC is now to be challenged?  I surmise that the personal and 
community values are being trumped by other values, perhaps financial values.  I am 
saddened that a motive for financial gain promotes a further motive to change the master 
plan that “shouts” the enlightened community planning process.   



 
I agree that the City of Carbondale and the Roaring Fork Valley communities have a 
responsibility for affordable housing for its residents, a commitment that has not been 
fulfilled.  If that is the goal, then appropriate land use in Residential Medium Density 
(R/MD) zones could be found or developed, OR in residential High Density (R/HD) zones 
could be found or developed.   
 
The transition of the City of Carbondale FROM an agricultural community, small business 
community, and an entrance to outdoor wilderness activities community TO a different 
vision is the challenge for the people and leadership of Carbondale.  I believe that both the 
historic nature of Carbondale and the new vision can be met without incrementally altering 
the values expressed in the UDC.  I urge the administration to reconsider its decision to 
grant a building permit at 728 Euclid, deny the permit at that location, and help Mr. Kiernan 
and the community solve the City of Carbondale problem of housing by finding an R/MD 
zone or R/HD zone to approve a “Boarding Home” facility.     
 
Tom Gottlieb 
743 Euclid Avenue 
Carbondale, CO  81623 
303 668 9190 cell 
BillrothIII@msn.com 
 
 

mailto:BillrothIII@msn.com






To whom it may concern:

I am writing to the Board of Adjustment to appeal issuance of a building permit to Pat 
Kiernan for creation of a housing project which is outside the dictates of the  Zoning 
Codes for Carbondale’s Old Town Residential District. The development he proposes 
is inconsistent with the historical character of the Old Town building site.(3.2.3). 
 One only needs to visit the neighborhood to recognize the fact that the project and it’s 
proposed use doesn’t fit the size, style, character or use consistent with the surrounding 
area.  

Kieran has stated numerous times that he plans a “co-housing” business for the 
building, renting the many bedrooms suites included in his original plans. The impact on 
this delightful old town neighborhood in terms of increased population, insufficient 
parking and the activity generated by multiple families occupying a common space 
would seriously diminish the quality of life for families and residents for several blocks 
surrounding this project. Too, I am concerned with the future increase of the number of 
residents in the project and wonder whose duty it will be to police the property to insure 
Kiernan’s compliance to his “single family home” concept.  Also, how will property 
values be affected in the nearby homes with this urban complex rising up in the middle 
of what has always been a cohesive and comfortable place to live.   

I urge the Board of Adjustment  to  deny Kiernan’s request and require future 
applications to adhere to the Old Town Residential Zoning codes.

I came to Carbondale in 1977 and lived for 13 years in the cabin which became the 
home of the Historic Society.  In 1991 my wife Sally, daughter Lindsay and I moved into 
our current home at 765 Sopris Avenue. This property borders the 728 Euclid property 
on the rear or alley side and we are deeply concerned with the impact of Kiernan’s 
business across the alley.

We started Main Street Gallery and the Framer in 1982 and own it today at the corner 
of 4th and Main. We take pride in having supported the arts and many artists throughout 
a 37 year career in business in Carbondale. This is my home and has been for over half 
of my life-time.  I think the voices of long time residents should be weighed by the Board 
for our continued efforts to maintain Carbondale’s reputation as a very desirable place 
to live.

Respectfully submitted,

Franklin Norwood
765 Sopris Avenue
Carbondale, Colorado







Dear Board of Adjustment, 

I would like to thank Pat for designing a net zero structure. 

What Pat is proposing to build is a Co-Housing structure. He has been up front with that all 
along. He has never once said, I plan on building a single family home. He has been quoted in 
the Sopris Sun saying that he intends to build Co-Housing. When you look in the code you do 
not find Co-Housing anywhere in it. This is a new housing classification that is being 
introduced to the town. Shouldn’t there be a broader community discussion about this new 
housing classification? Why does one person get to introduce a new housing classification and 
determine where it is appropriate for it to be located? If a housing classification can’t be 
found in the code either it doesn’t go anywhere or it should be put on hold until it can be 
discussed to determine if it is a desired housing classification and where is the appropriate 
location for it.  

Just because a structure may resemble a single family home, it does not make it a single 
family home. A Boarding House can resemble a single family home as can a Bed and Breakfast 
or a Group Home but none of these examples live like a single family home. That is why they 
are not a use by right in the OTR zone district 

I feel this is reason enough not to issue the building permit. The community should have input 
on where this new class of housing should be located. 

When you consider the history of how and why we came to the OTR zone district and what its 
purpose is, and then look at this project, you see that this project is everything that we as a 
community are trying to correct and avoid. Looking back OTR use to be the Residential Low 
Density (RDL) zone district. Back in the early 2000’s when the real estate market was starting 
to heat up, the RDL zone district saw people coming in and building to the max that the 
zoning would allow. The net effect was that the owner of the property got to enjoy all the 
benefits of the property at the expense of the neighbors and the neighborhood. That was all 
perfectly legal. They had built under the terms of the existing code. However in an effort to 
correct this situation the OTR zoning was created and eventually the UDC was created. A 
major component of the correction is the Purpose Statement currently found in the UDC. It 
lays out the spirit of the code and serves as a guide as to what you can build based on the 
remaining terms of the code. The remaining terms are what I call the nuts and bolts of the 
code. Pat’s example of what he wants to build may live up to the nuts and bolts of the code, 
but it does not follow the sprit or purpose of the code. Pat will say “I have lived up the terms 
of the code as written. I deserve a building permit.” I say to you he may have lived up to the 
nuts and bolts portion of the code but has not met the spirit of the code. The entire code is 
important not just the parts you meet. The Purpose Statement carries as much weight as the 
nuts and bolts of the code otherwise there would be no need for it to be there. I ask that you 
turn down this permit because while this application may have met the nuts and bolts of the 
code but it does not meet the spirit of the code and is not an approved use in this zone 
district. 

Finally, I would like to discuss Pat’s written assurance that he will live up to the Town 
occupancy requirements of the code. It is important to point out that at this point we are 



talking as if this is a single family home. Which it is not as Pat has stated to anyone who will 
listen, I plan on building Co-Housing. When asked by John Plano a simple yes or no question, 
“do you plan on living up to the Town occupancy standard?” Pat’s written reply on October 21, 
2016 was, “it is not my intention to use this proposed home in violation of the Town 
occupancy standards” this would have been a really, really good place for Pat to have put a 
period and made a definitive positive YES answer to the question but he unfortunately he did 
not do that. He put a caveat on how he will live up to the code. Again when asked by John 
Plano, “do you intend to live up to the Town occupancy standards?”. A simple yes or no 
question Pat’s written reply is, “it is not my intention to use this proposed home in violation 
of the Town occupancy standards AS CURRENTLY ENFORCED.” As currently enforced. He did 
not say he would live up to the Town occupancy standard as written, which was Johns 
question. Instead he put a caveat on his answer and said he will “live up to the Town 
occupancy standard as currently enforced.” You don’t get to add a condition. Either you 
follow the code as written or not. It sounds to me as if he is reserving  onto himself the right 
in his sole and absolute discretion based on his perception of what others are doing, to 
determine the occupancy limitations of his structure. NO permit should be issued to anyone 
who can’t give a straight yes answer without adding a condition. I think if you look at the 
building plan that Pat has submitted it screams I don’t intend to live up to the occupancy 
standards. After the mass of the structure the first thing you notice from the street is that the 
structure has two front doors. That could be for any number of reasons. But it is not typical 
for a single family home. The first floor is laid out with a kitchen, living room, dining room, a 
bedroom with a sitting room and a full bath. In addition there is a one half bath to serve the 
needs of anyone in the living area. The upper level consist of three bedroom suites with 
sitting areas and full baths. The lower level has the mechanical room, storage rooms, laundry, 
a fifth bedroom with a full bath, a family room and another full bath. This full bath 
downstairs causes one to stop and wonder why a full bath? Each bedroom has a full bath so 
everyone has their own shower. Wouldn’t a half bath serve the living area downstairs as the 
half bath on the first floor does? Well there really is no need for a full bath unless you are 
looking ahead to future expansion. The way the home is laid out, the family room could easily 
be used as another bedroom as there is a full bath and a closet. Or seeing how the family 
room is just shy of being twice the size of the downstairs bedroom it could be turned into two 
bedrooms with a shared bath, as there are two egress windows in place. This full bath is 
significant because Pat has stated he will live up to the Town occupancy standards as 
currently enforced. To me this indicates that if he perceives others are not meeting the Town 
occupancy standard he feels he has the right to violate it. 

Thank you for hearing me. I urge you to deny this permit based on, the stated use is not an 
approved use anywhere in the code and needs to be discussed in a public format. 

The structure may meet the nuts and bolts of the code but it violates the spirit and purpose 
statement of the code. 

The applicant has said that he intends to live up to the Town occupancy standard as currently 
enforced. He has put a caveat onto his intentions or obligation to live up to the written code. 
Either you are going to comply with the terms of the code as written or not.  

You can see a pattern of his disregard for the town zoning as the applicant currently has 
turned a single family home site in to a commercial storage lot. 

Sincerely,  



Jerome Whalen  
228 S 8th St 
Carbondale, CO  81623 



Town of Carbondale
Board of Adjustment

Appeal by Various from Issuance of Building Permit
Position Statements

Kiernan Position on Background 

The Town of Carbondale (Town) issued a building permit to Pat Kiernan (Kiernan) on
March 31, 2017.  That same day several adjoining property owners (Appellants)1 filed a letter
appealing (Appeal) that decision pursuant to §2.7.2.B.1. of the Unified Development Code
(UDC).  Two primary points were noted in Appellants’ Appeal.  First, the proposed structure
does not meet the language put forth in §3.2.3 of the UDC due to its size, massing, bulk and
siting.  Second, the proposed structure is designed to accommodate multiple renters and asserted
that this was a boarding house rather than a single family residence.  The Neighbors also stated
they were “concerned” about parking for the renters and noted that only two parking spaces were
indicated on the site plan which is the minimum for a single family residence.  Given the size of
the project, it would be sensible that additional parking be required.  It is unclear whether or not
this issue was properly part of the Appellants  “appeal”.  Kiernan does not waive his right to
contest that this matter was properly raised in the Appeal.

This matter was previously heard by the Planning Commission for the Town sitting as the
Board of Adjustment (BOA) and is now before the BOA for a new hearing on the Appeal.  Prior
proceedings were overturned by the District Court for Garfield County, Civil Action No.
2017CV17, thus all proceedings now before the BOA are as if the hearing and ruling by the
Planning Commission acting as the BOA in 2017 did not occur.  Evidence from the 2017 hearing
may be re-offered as evidence in the 2019 hearing but not the findings and/or conclusions of
Planning and Zoning.

This hearing before the BOA is scheduled for June 10, 2019 commencing at 6:30 p.m. at
Town Hall.

The parties agree on the following procedure to present position statements to the BOA:

May 3, 2019: Kiernan provides Appellants with draft position statement.
May 13, 2019: Appellants provide Kiernan with their draft position statements.
May 20, 2019: Kiernan provides Appellants with revisions to Kiernan’s position

statement based on Appellants’ statements
May 20-24, 2019 All parties make final revisions (optional)

1 - The appeal letter was only signed by Mark Mahoney but other names listed on the
Appeal letter are Richard Marsh, Rita Marsh, Jerome Whalen, Mary Whalen, Mitch Alamagm
Ame Alamagm, Dan Bullock, Meredith Bullock, Mark Chain, Diane Vaughn, Margaret Mathers,
Andy Taylor, Linda Halloran, Don Gunther, Frank Norwood, Sally Norwood, Elsie Fadely,
Robert Fadely, Thomas Gottlieb and Charlotee Gottlieb.  These are collectively referred to in this
Position Statement as Appellants.



May 24, 2019: All parties submit final position statements to Town

Only Appellant Mahoney submitted a draft position statement to Kiernan.  

Kiernan’s position on Procedures

The Appellants have not provided Kiernan with a position regarding procedures.  The
Town Attorney has provide a statement of procedures to which Kiernan does not agree and
Kiernan asserts the Town Attorney’s proposed procedures violate Kiernan’s due process rights
for a quasi judicial hearing.  Kiernan requests the BOA to adopt the following procedures for the
hearing:

A. The parties will exchange their respective position statements and submit them
(this document) to the Town Planning Staff and Town Attorney by May 24, 2019.

B. The Town staff will present a “Staff Report” including this Position Statement to
the BOA by June 3, 2019.  The parties agree that the Staff Report and this
Position Statement are not evidence before the BOA and shall be used by the
BOA for background only.

C. All evidence to be considered by the BOA to determine the appeal must be
presented during the hearing on June 10, 2019 as this is a quasi judicial hearing
and due process must be followed.

D. At the June 10, 2019 hearing, Appellants shall present their case first.  Appellants
may call witnesses and present exhibits during this portion of the hearing.  At the
conclusion of Appellants case, Kiernan shall present his case and may call witness
and present exhibits during this portion of the hearing.  Following Kiernan’s
presentation, members of the public may present testimony and exhibits.  Each
person testifying shall be limited to no more than 3 minutes.  Following public
testimony, Kiernan shall be given an opportunity to present rebuttal testimony
and/or exhibits to the public’s presentation.  Following this, Appellants shall be
given an opportunity to rebut Kiernan’s presentation (this is not the time for
introduction of new evidence but must rebut what was presented by Kiernan) and
to rebut the public’s presentation.  Each side shall then be allowed time to present
a brief “closing argument” with Appellants going first, Kiernan going second and
Appellant rebutting Kiernan’s closing argument.

E. All witnesses will be sworn to tell the truth or such testimony shall not be
considered by the Board.  Thus, if a witness/member of the public wishes to
comment but does not agree to be sworn, the BOA may not consider that
witnesses’ testimony/comment.  Any sworn witness testifying for one party shall
be subject to cross examination by the other party.  Any sworn member of the
public testifying/commenting during the public portion of the hearing as noted



above shall be subject to cross examination by either or both parties.  Comments
made without being sworn shall not be subject to cross examination.

F. The time of the hearing shall be equally split between the Appellants and Kiernan
and shall include closing arguments but shall not include “public comments” if
allowed and shall not include BOA deliberation.  Each side, Appellants and
Kiernan, shall allocate their/his time to meet this equal split of time.  The public’s
input is expected to last less than one hour and the public time shall not count
against either party’s time but cross examination of a member of the public will be
counted against the party conducting the cross examination. 

Issues before BOA

The following are the issues Kiernan and the Appellants assert are before the BOA for
decision at the June 10, 2019 hearing:

1. Is the proposed structure in compliance with the standards of the Old Town
Residential (OTR) zone district of the town as set forth in §3.2.3 of the UDC due
to its size, massing, bulk and siting?

2. Is the proposed structure a boarding house which is not allowed in the OTR or a
single family structure which is allowed in the OTR?

3. Does the proposed site plan have sufficient parking as required by §5.8 of the
UDC?

Appellants’ Position on Issues

Issue 1:  Compliance with OTR.

The proposed development does not comply with the Old Town Residential (OTR) Purpose
Statement UDC § 3.2.3.A (emphasis added):

The purpose of the Old Town Residential district is to allow residential uses and
densities that are consistent with the historic character of Old Town
Carbondale.  This area has unique scenic, historic, natural, and design features
that should be preserved and integrated into new development. Special
emphasis shall be placed on the quality and character of the built environment
in this district, and the unique lot and home sizes characteristic of the original
Townsite. The OTR district should emphasize pedestrians more than cars. Single-
family dwelling units continue to be the predominant development type in this
district.



The UDC was approved by the Board of Trustees to create a Old Town Residential zone
district, “which new district will better accommodate the historical structures and present and
future land use patterns within this unique residential zoning area that is adjacent to downtown
Carbondale” (Ordinance No.5, Series of 2008).

We believe that neither the §3.2.3.A Purpose statement, nor §5.6.1.a through §5.6.1.e
Residential Site and Building Design, nor the Comprehensive Plan, were properly considered
by the Town when reviewing the project’s building permit application, and that only the
dimensional criteria (Tables 3.2-3 and 3.2-4) were considered. We believe this to be an
unintentional oversight on the part of the Town, which was reviewing the project under a
relatively new Town code.

There are numerous code sections which state the importance and direct applicability of the
Purpose Statements for each zone district. Specifically

Section 1.5.1. Jurisdiction: this code shall apply to all land, buildings, structures,
and uses thereof located within the corporate boundaries of the town of
Carbondale,Colorado, unless an exemption is provided by or pursuant to the
terms of this code.

Section 1.8.1 C. Enforcement Generally – Permits And Approvals; No permit or
approval may be issued under this code unless all structures and uses of land to
be authorized by the permit or approval conforms to this code, and the terms and
conditions of other applicable permits and approvals issued under this code.
Except as otherwise required by Colorado law, a permit or approval issued in
violation of this code is void.

Section 3.1.3. Applicability of District Regulations – unless expressly exempted,
all regulations in this chapter shall apply to all development in the respective
zoning districts.

The sections noted above require compliance. Zoning, planning and comprehensive plans
are much more than simple dimensional requirements.

Issue 2.  Boarding House or Single Family Residence.

The permit is a non conforming use.

• The floor plans for proposed development include (5) bedrooms, (3) of which are configured
as suites with an additional room. The entry-level bedroom suite has its own entrance. The
family room has a full bath and closet, similar to the bedroom layouts. The size of the family
room (351 sf) is very comparable to the size of the bedroom/study in a typical suite (365 sf).

• There are (6-1/2) baths total.



• The applicant has stated that his intention with this development is to create rental housing.

• The Planning Director stated in an memorandum dated December 30, 2016 that “the design of
the structure appears to lend itself to a more intense use such as a Boardinghouse”.

• The Building Official noted in an email to the appellant that the structure appears to be a
“flophouse”.

• The applicant, as a condition of approval for his building permit, stated that “it is not my
intention to use this proposed home in violation of the Town occupancy standards as currently
enforced”. (emphasis added)

These facts, along with the sheer size of the project and the number of available sleeping
quarters, lead us to agree with the Planning Director that “the structure lends itself to a more
intense use such as a Boardinghouse”. Boardinghouses are not a permitted use in any
residential zone district (UDC Table 4.2-1).

It is reasonable to anticipate that the structure, at some time in its lifespan, will be used to its full
potential and will house more than (4) unrelated adults in a manner consistent with the
definition of a Boarding House: A building, other than hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, or
multifamily dwellings, arranged or used for lodging for compensation, with or without meals, and
not occupied as a single family unit.

We feel, due to the unique nature of this project, that the highlighted option below should be
applied to this project, and that it should be considered a Boarding House.

UDC 2.3.7. STEP SEVEN: TOWN ISSUES DECISION AND FINDINGS
C. Conditions of Approval
2. All conditions of approval shall be reasonably related to the anticipated
impacts of the proposed use or development or shall be based upon
standards duly adopted by the Town.

The impact of setting a precedent for structures of this size, with the clear potential for violation
of the “four unrelated persons” standard, would have detrimental effects on the OTR zone
district, and is in opposition to the OTR Purpose Statement and the Comprehensive Plan.

Issue 3.  Parking.

Per Table 5.8-1, Dwelling Units, single family detached, requires 2.5 off-street parking spaces
per 3 bedroom units over 900 sf.

The plans for the proposed development show (5) bedrooms, and is planned for (4) unrelated
persons. It is reasonable to anticipate that (5) bedrooms/(4) persons will generate the need for
more than (2) off-street parking spaces. We ask that, under UDC Section 2.3.7, that this project
provide an appropriate number of off-street parking spaces



Kiernan’s Position on Issues

Issue 1:  Compliance with OTR.

The proposed structure is without an accessory dwelling unit and requires no variances.
Single-family detached dwellings without accessory dwelling units are exempt from site plan
review (UDC 2.5.3.B.3). With no variances, it is also exempt from UDC 2.7.1 - Variances. Thus
the proposed project is exempt from a subjective review to the comprehensive plan and the OTR
purpose section - both of which might normally be referenced for site plan reviews and variances. 

This project remains subject to compliance with the applicable objective standards of the
UDC.  There are no identifiable standards in UDC 3.2.3 as claimed by the appellants except
those set forth and referenced in Tables 3.2-3 and 3.2-4.  The proposed structure meets all of
these objective standards.  

Further, the Town’s  Building Official, John Plano, (Plano) and Planning Director, Janet
Buck, before issuance of the building permit determined that the proposed structure complies
with all relevant standards.  The International Residential Code (IRC) as adopted by the Town
Code (§18-1-50) places the responsibility for administering an enforcing the IRC upon Plano. 
§105.3.1 of IRC provides that if the building official finds the application and supporting
documents do not meet the requirements the building official “shall reject such application;”
however, if the building official finds the application and supporting documents do meet the
requirements including “the laws and ordinances applicable thereto, the building official shall
issue a permit.”  Buck also reviewed this permit before it was issued and Buck, knowing that the
Appellants felt this structure did not comply with the purposes of the OTR consulted with the
Town’s attorney.  After that consultation, Buck agreed the permit should issue as the proposed
structure was in compliance with the UDC.  Plano’s and Buck’s interpretation of the Town Code
and UDC should be given great deference.

Finally, during the permit application and approval process, Plano and/or Buck raised
several concerns and/or made requests of Kiernan for additional information.  These
concerns/requests included questions as to whether or not the proposed structure was in
compliance with the OTR provisions of the UDC.  Kiernan fully responded to those concerns and
requests before Plano and/or Buck agreed that the application was complete; that the application
was in compliance with the Town Code including the UDC and the OTR; and, that the building
permit should issue.

Issue 2.  Boarding House or Single Family Residence.  

The proposed structure in the permit application has only one bedroom and one and
one-half baths. The first floor is the only floor to be finished under this permit. The basement and
second floors will remain unfinished. Possibilities for finishing these areas are shown in the
drawings, but are not included in this permit application, and are subject to future revision and
later building permit application(s). That said, there are no standards in the UDC that limit the



number of bedrooms or bathrooms. Any uses of the proposed structure are required to comply
with the regulations of OTR and this structure will be used for single family dwelling which is an
allowed use. Enforcement of town codes rests with town officials, not with the neighbors. The
resulting size of the house is clearly in compliance with the OTR standards.  This is not a
boarding house as defined in §8.3 of the UDC but rather a single family residence.

Boardinghouse:  A building, other than hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, or multifamily
dwellings, arranged or used for lodging for compensation, with or without meals, and not
occupied as a single-family unit.

Dwelling, Single-Family Detached:  A dwelling unit (IBC, IRC or HUD standard) located
on a separate lot or tract that has no physical connection to a building located on any
other lot or tract.

Dwelling Unit:  A single unit providing complete, independent living facilities for one or
more persons, including permanent provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking, and
sanitation. This term shall be used interchangeably with the term "residential unit."

Issue 3.  Parking.

The required parking for the proposed project is specified in UDC Table 5.8-1 as 1.5
off-street parking spaces per one-bedroom unit. This is rounded up to two parking spaces per
UDC §5.8.3.F.1. Additional off-street parking may be required if the basement and second floors
are finished and that would be addressed if further building permits for the basement and/or
second floor are later submitted.  Again the building permit was review by both Plano and Buck
and they determined the proposed structure met the parking requirements.









May 24, 2019 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to voice my concerns about the structure Mr. Kiernan proposes to build. 
My 
Husband, Bob and I purchased our home in 1983. Our home is about 2200 square feet 
with two bathrooms. Ours is clearly a modest single family residence. 

The structure Mr. Kiernan proposes, on the next block to the west of ours, is designed 
to accommodate multiple non-related individuals with its five bedrooms each with a 
sitting area and bath. This does not suggest it is a single family residence as are all 
the homes in the surrounding 3-4 block neighborhood. 
  
Mr. Kiernan’s proposed building will create parking problems on the street and for 
neighbors. It will set a precedent for the construction of similar structures in other 
single family neighborhoods in Carbondale. 

I am opposed to Mr. Kiernan’s proposed building on the basis that it is not appropriate 
for the surrounding neighborhood. 

Thank you, 

Kathy Zentmyer 
677 Sopris Avenue 
Carbondale
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John Leybourne

From: Janet Buck
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2019 8:21 AM
To: Russell Criswell
Subject: RE: Rescheduled BOA Meeting

Thank you for letting me know, Russ.  It helps me figure out the scheduling.  I appreciate it. 
 
Janet 
 

From: Russell Criswell [mailto:rcriswell@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2019 7:26 PM 
To: Janet Buck <jbuck@carbondaleco.net> 
Subject: Re: Rescheduled BOA Meeting 

 
Janet,  I wrote back on the link, but here is one for you.  I am recusing myself from the Kiernan case. 
Thanks, 
Russ 
 

From: Janet Buck <jbuck@carbondaleco.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2019 11:23 PM 
To: Ann Gianinetti; April Spaulding; Jeff Dickinson; John Leybourne; Mary Sikes; Matthew Gworek; mchain@sopris.net; 
Meredith Bullock; Russ Criswell 
Subject: Rescheduled BOA Meeting  
  
Good afternoon –  
  
We had been looking at setting up a meeting on March 20, 2018 for a BOA meeting.  However, as it turns out, some 
members will not be able to make a meeting that evening.  I am trying to get a new date set up which works for folks.   
  
Here is a link for a Doodle poll.    It includes dates and times of potential meeting dates.  Can you add your name and 
select the dates that you are available.  It is a pretty wide net but I hope it works!   
  
https://doodle.com/poll/f4azmhxtrtivcf4s 
  
If possible, let me know by Friday, February 15, 2018 by noon.   
  
Thanks –  
  
Janet Buck 
Town of Carbondale 
  
P.S.  If you have any questions on it, feel free to e‐mail me or give me a call at 510‐1208.   
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ORDINANCE NO.5
SERIES OF 2008

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE 18
OF THE CARBONDALE TOWN CODE CONCERNING:

THE CREATION OF A NEW OTR ZONE DISTRICT, REVISIONS TO
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS, REVISIONS TO SPECIAL USE

AND INFILL DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCEDURES AND REVIEW
CRITERIA, AND THE REZONING OF PORTIONS OF THE RlLD ZONE

DISTRICT TO THE NEW OTR ZONE DISTRICT

WHEREAS Town Staff initiated proposed changes to the Town's zoning code to
create a new zone district for certain residential areas south of downtown that are
currently zoned ResidentiallLow Density (RlLD), which new zone district would be
known as the Old Town Residential (OTR) zone district; and

WHEREAS, after posting and publishing notice in accordance with the
Carbondale Municipal Code, the Planning and Zoning Commission conducted a public
hearing on August 30, 2007, which hearing continued on September 27, 2007, October
25,2007, November 15,2007, November 29,2007, and closed on December 13,2007, at
which times various elements of these zoning changes were discussed; and

WHEREAS, on January 24, 2008 the Planning and Zoning Commission then
recommended certain zoning changes to the Board ofTrustees; and

WHEREAS, after posting and publishing notice in accordance with the
Carbondale Municipal Code, the Board of Trustees of the Town of Carbondale conducted
a public hearing on February 26, 2008, which public hearing continued on March 11,
2008 and closed on March 25, 2008;

WHEREAS, during said hearing, the Board of Trustees heard and considered the
statements of Town staff, the Planning and Zoning Commission's recommendation, and
any members of the public who wished to speak, and reviewed and considered all other
information presented, all as required by law; and

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Town of Carbondale finds that it is
appropriate to approve changes to Title 18 of the Carbondale Municipal Code to create a
new OTR zone district for part of the existing RlLD district, which new district will
better accommodate the historical structures and present and future land use patterns
within this unique residential zoning area that is adjacent to downtown Carbondale, and
otherwise to update the Town's special use permit procedures, infill development review
procedures and zoning definitions with regard to accessory dwelling units; and
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WHEREAS, the rezone of the subject property described herein from R/LD to
OTR will otherwise fulfill the purposes set forth in Section 18.05.015 of the Municipal
Code.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE TOWN OF CARBONDALE, COLORADO:

Section 1: The Carbondale Municipal Code Section 18.20.015, entitled
"General Regulations for all residential districts" is amended to add a new subsection
18.20.015(F), to read as follows:

F. Accessory Dwelling Units. Accessory apartments or dwelling units
("ADUs") must comply with the following standards.

1. ADU's are allowed in the OTR and R/LD zone districts only when
granted Infill Development approval pursuant to Section 18.55.085.

2. ADU's are allowed in Planned Unit Developments (PUD), or any
residential zone designated there under, only when specifically designated as an allowed
use or a conditional or special use in the PUD zone and approval is granted by the Town.

3. Except as set forth below, an ADU shall be fully attached to or
within the principal structure on the lot. "Attached" shall mean at least one/quarter of the
total wall area or the floor or ceiling of the ADU shall be fully connected to a wall, floor
or ceiling of the principal residential structure.

4. Additional ADU requirements for residential structures of
historical significance within the OTR zone district:

a. A residential structure in the OTR zone district is of
historical significance if the majority of the predominate elements of the structure were
constructed prior to 1925.

b. Although detached ADU's may be permitted upon a lot
containing a residential structure of historic significance within the OTR zone district, the
maximum height of a detached accessory structure on a lot of 7,000 square feet or less
shall be 14 feet unless it is determined through the infill approval process set forth in
Section 18.55.085 in the discretion of the Planning and Zoning Commission that a greater
height will result in the preservation of the architectural character of the structure(s) of
historical significance on the lot; provided, however, that in no event shall the height
exceed 21 feet. Any such infill approval may be conditioned upon the imposition of
specific measures (such as permanent deed restrictions) to preserve the character of the
historic structure.

c. The Planning and Zoning Commission may also allow a
reduction in the parking standards for an ADU pursuant to Section 18.50.050 (D) when it

2
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is demonstrated that the reduction will contribute to the preservation of the historical
character of a residence of historical significance within the OTR zone district and such
reduction will not adversely affect neighboring properties.

5. Every ADU shall have a separate exterior entrance from the
principal dwelling unit and shall contain cooking, sleeping, and sanitary facilities.

6. The minimum size of an ADU shall be three hundred fifty square
feet.

7. The maximum size of an ADU shall be ten (l0) percent of the total
lot size up to a maximum of 650 square feet.

8. An ADU shall not have more than one bedroom.

9. All other zoning requirements set forth in Chapter 18.20 (such as
lot coverage, set backs and building height) shall be met.

10. ADU's shall also comply with all of the applicable requirements of
Sections 18.50.070 and 18.50.075, including open space, private outdoor space, bulk,
storage, energy conservation guidelines, as well as Section 18.55.085(0) (Infill
Development Guidelines).

11. Separate water or sewer service for the ADU shall not be provided
by the Town. Separate metering of other utilities shall be allowed.

12. Ownership of the ADU may not be legally severed from ownership
of the associated lot and any other structures on such lot.

Section 2: Municipal Code Section 18.20.020 (entitled "Allowed uses in
residential districts") is repealed and replaced with the following Section 18.20.020
(entitled "Residential Zone District Development Standards") which includes standards
for the new OTR zone district:

18.20.020

A.

Residential Zone District Development Standards.

Allowed uses within residential districts.

1. The following table of uses lists the uses which are appropriate for
the various zone districts. Permitted uses are designated by "P". Conditional uses are
designated as "C". Special Uses are designated "S". Prohibited uses are not designated
(blank).

Residential Districts

c
USE

Accessory dwelling unit

3

OTR
S
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Accessory building
Garage, carport, utility shed P P P P P P

Animal husbandry P P
Bed and breakfast
establishments with:

Two or fewer guest rooms C C S C C C
Three to five guest rooms S S S S C C

Church, convent, monastery S S S S S S
Commercial farming, plant P
husbandry, commercial
greenhouse
Country clubs operated for the P P
benefit of members and as
nonprofit business entities
Day care home caring for:

Fewer than seven children P P P P P P
Seven or more children S S S S S S

Dwellings
One single-family dwelling P P P P P P
Two or more single family S S

dwelling unit(s) on existing
lot

Multifamily dwelling units S S
Group homes S S S S S
Licensed senior housing P P S P P P

project
Home occupations C C C C C C
Mobile home P P
Mobile home parks S S
Noncommercial recreational
facilities
Playgrounds, parks P P P P P P
Noncommercial gardening P P P P P P
Radio tower C C
Riding academy, dude ranch S S
Sale of produce and plants P P P P P P
raised on premises
Schools, public and private P P S S S S
Veterinary clinic or kennel P S
Water reservoirs P P
Solar energy devices P P P P P P
Wind energy devices S S S S S S
Satellite receiving dishes P P P P P P

4
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Key:

AG

RR

R/LD

R/MD

R/HD

P

C

S

Blank

Not listed

Agricultural

Rural residential

Low density residential

Medium density residential

High density residential

Permitted use

Conditional use permit required

Special use permit required

Not permitted

See Section 18.55.045

See Section 18.15.020 for information regarding the interpretation of the above symbols.

B. The table of uses listed in subsection A provides examples of the types of
uses which are appropriate for the various zone districts. Other uses may be allowed per
the process in Section 18.55.045.

C. Permits and Procedures. Procedures contained in Chapter 18.55 shall be
followed for conditional use permits, special use permits, sign permits, building permits,
certificates of occupancy, other applicable permits or development reviews.

Section 3. Municipal Code Section 18.20.025 (entitled "Residential
development standards") is retitled "Residential Area Development Standards" and
amended to read as follows:

18.20.025 Residential Area Development Standards. The following standards
shall regulate lot size and dimensions, building height, setbacks, lot coverage, and
minimum unit sizes within all ofthe residential districts as designated.

A. Minimum Site and Lot Sizes.

Zone District
AG RR OTR RlLD RlMD RlHD

Minimum net site area 10 Ac 2 Ac 5500 6000· 3000 6000
Minimum lot
area/dwelling unit

6000·Single-family dwelling 10 Ac 2Ac 5500 3000 3000
Multifamily dwelling
Studio 3000 1050
I-bedroom 3000 1450
2-bedroom 3000 1650
3-bedroom 3000 1850
4-bedroom 3000 2050

5
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* Minimum lot size for RlLD in any portion of the original townsite,
Weaver's addition and Fender's addition is five thousand five hundred
square feet.

B. Minimum Lot Dimensions. All developable lots within a residential zone
district shall comply with the following lot dimensional standards.

Zone District

Lot Depth
Lot Width

Note 1
Note 1

Note 1
Note 1

100
50

100
60·

50**
25**

50**
25**

**

Lots located in the original townsite and Weaver's addition may
have a minimum fifty-foot lot width.

Lot width, depth and side yard setbacks may vary from above in
R/MD and R/HD if approved through subdivision process. Zero
lot line may be established at time of subdivision.

Note 1: No minimum standards. These items will be reviewed at
subdivision to insure that lots are buildable and that they meet
basic zone district criteria.

C. Maximum Building Height. The maximum height of buildings within
residential zone districts shall comply with the following standards.

Zone District
OTR RlLD RlMD RlHD

Principal dwelling 27 27 25, except 27 27 35·
unit those

portions of
the structure
within 5 feet

ofa side
setback
shall not

exceed 22.5
feet••

Accessory building 35 20 14 18 18 18
on Lots 7,000
square feet or less

6
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Accessory building
on Lots greater
than 7,000 square
feet

21""" 22"""

*

**

"""

A screening parapet wall, exceeding the maximum height limit, is
allowed up to two (2) feet on building containing more than one
dwelling unit.

See OTR zone district design guidelines in Section 18.48.020.

A pitched roof on an accessory structure shall be at least
four:twelve. Any style roof with a pitch of less than four:twelve
shall be considered flat and shall comply with standard height
allowance for the accessory structure, without an accessory
dwelling unit (ADD). Height shall be measured as set forth in
Section 18.70.130.

D.
Districts.

Minimum Building Setbacks by Lot Size for all Residential Zone

Net Lot Area Front Side* Rear"
43,560 or more 50 35 35
20,000 or more 35 15 35
15,000 or more 30 12.5 15**
12,500 or more 30 12.5 10**
10,000 or more 25 10 10**
7,500 or more 20 7.5*** 10**
6,000 or more 15 7.5*** 7.5**
5,500 or more 15 5*** 7.5**
5,499 or less 15 5 7.5**

c

*

""

***

Storage sheds less than one hundred twenty square feet in size may
be placed up to three feet from a rear or side property line if they
are not placed on a permanent foundation and are easily moved in
the opinion of the planning director or building inspector. The
planning director may make an administrative decision in terms of
whether such a structure meets these criteria. Recognized
easements must be honored.

For any lot less than 20,000 s.f. in size the rear yard setback may
be reduced by five feet when adjacent to an alley, but in no
instance shall the rear yard setback be less than five (5) feet.

In OTR district only, lots between 7,500 and 9,999 square feet
shall require 10 foot side setback, and lots between 5,500 square
feet and 7,499 square feet shall require 7.5 foot side setback.

7
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E. Maximum Impervious Lot Coverage. Lot coverage in each zone district
shall not exceed the following percentages (provided that lot coverage in any category
shall not exceed the amount oflot coverage allowed in the next higher category (e.g.,
5,750 square foot lot x 0.42 = 2,415 square foot oflot coverage would be limited to the
amount of coverage in the next higher category - 6,000 square foot lot x 0.40 = 2,400
square feet oflot coverage)):

Zone District

Net Lot Area / % AG RR OTR R/LD R/MD R/HD
400,000 sf or larger 5 5 1.5 5 60 60
200,000 sf or larger 7 2 7 60 60
87,120 sf or larger 15 4 15 60 60
43,560 sf or larger 8 20 60 60
20,000 sf or larger 16.5 25 60 60
15,000 sf or larger 21 33 60 60
12,500 sf or larger 24 35 60 60
10,000 sf or larger 29 42 60 60
7,500 sf or larger 34 45 60 60
6,000 sf or larger 40 52 60 60
4,000 sf or larger 42 52 60 60
3,999 sf or less 44 52 60 60

F. Minimum Floor Area Per Dwelling Unit.

Zone District

AG RR OTR R/LD R/MD R/HD
Detached single None none none none None None
dwelling

Multifamily
dwellings
Studio 400 400
1 bedroom 620 620
2 bedroom 750 750
3 bedroom 1000 1000
4 bedroom 1250 1250

G. Maximum Fence Heights.

I
IMaximum Fence Heights

!Front yard-

Interior Lot I Corner Lot

I
42 in. I 42 in.

8

Through Lot

42 in.
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ISkkYard 8 ft. r
[Rear yard 8 ft. I
IStreet side yard T
lIn front 1/2 lot ------~------I---4-2-in.

Exceptions to fence heights:

8 ft.

42 in.

42 in.

1. Fence heights for through lots and street side yards adjacent to an
arterial street may be eight feet in rear yard ifno access is provided and eight feet on rear
half of side yard.

2. Front yard fence height in AG and RR district may be up to six feet
in height.

Section 4. A new Section 18.20.037 (entitled "Old Town Residential district
OTR (Area)") shall be added to the Municipal Code to read as follows:

18.20.037

A.

Old Town Residential district (OTR) - (Area).

Purpose

l
~.

1. The purpose of the old town residential district is to allow
residential uses and densities that are consistent with the historic character of the Old
Town neighborhood. This area has unique scenic, historic, natural and design features
that should be generally be preserved and integrated into new development Residential
uses will be provided in a comfortable, healthy, safe and pleasant environment, together
with improvements for pedestrian accessibility and to the public realm associated with
the residential lots that are necessary for a quality and sustainable living environment.

2. Special emphasis shall be placed on the quality and character of
the living environment created in this district, the unique lot and home sizes that are
characteristic of a late 1800's subdivision, and prevention of overcrowded conditions.
This residential district should allow reasonable flexibility compatible with the lifestyle.

B. Permitted Uses. Uses which are permitted by right or permitted with a
conditional use permit or special use permit in the old town residential zone district are
enumerated under the symbol "OTR" in Section 18.20.020.

C. Development Standards. All use of property shall conform to applicable
residential development standards contained in Section 18.20.025, under the symbol
"OTR" and with applicable regulations and development standards in Chapters 18.48 and
18.50.

Section 5. A new Chapter 18.48 (entitled "Old Town Residential District
Special Design Standards") shall be added to the Municipal Code to read as follows:

9
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Chapter 18.48

OLD TOWN RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT SPECIAL DESIGN STANDARDS

Sections:

18.48.010
18.48.015

18.48.020
18.48.025

Purpose
Public Streetscape Adjacent to Residential Lots in the OTR zone
district
Massing Forms for All Structures in the OTR zone district
Parking Guidelines

18.48.010 Purpose. The following design standards shall be applied to all new
development within the Old Town Residential zone district. An application for a
building permit, conditional or special use permit for a single family dwelling and
accessory dwelling unit shall demonstrate compliance with these standards.

18.48.015 Public Streetscape Adjacent to Residential Lots in the OTR zone district.

C~

A. A minimum of one (1) deciduous canopy tree (street tree) with a minimum
of a two (2) inch caliper and of a species that meets Town standards for street trees shall
be provided in the public right-of-way immediately adjacent to the front yard of a
property for each 25 feet of lot width, or fraction thereof. The property owner shall be
responsible for the irrigation and maintenance of the trees, as approved by the Public
Works Director.

B. When possible street trees shall be located between the edge of the paved
street and the property line. If placement of street trees within the right-of-way
immediately adjacent to the property will interfere with utility lines or on-street parking
spaces, trees shall be planted in the front yard setback adjacent to the sidewalk or
elsewhere in the public right-of-way as close to the property as possible, the location of
which shall be determined by the Public Works Director.

18.48.020 Massing Forms for all New Structures within the OTR zone district.

A. The dominant ridgeline should be oriented parallel with the long
dimension of the lot.

B. The roof line of any structures adjacent to an alley shall step down in scale
as the structure approaches the alley.

C. A vertical wall of the principal structure that is both parallel to and within
five (5) feet of a side yard setback shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in height.

10
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Building wall exceeds
20 teet within 5 Feet
of a side setback

c

Height of vertical wall at
side yard setbacks

Not Acceptable Appropriate

D. The fac;ade of a dwelling facing the street shall be broken up with dormers,
porches, offset gables or other features such that the fac;ade does not present an unbroken
face to the street.

Section 6. The portion of the chart in Section 18.50.050(D) of the Municipal
Code regarding the number of off-street parking spaces required for Residential Uses is
amended to add the following requirements pertinent to Accessory Dwelling Units
(ADU's):

1)
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c Accessory dwelling unit 2 per ADD; may be reduced to 1 space
only when there shall be reserved on the
lot sufficient open space to accommodate
the additional space should the Town,
based on parking related complaints
from nearby by property owners, require
said parking to be provided on the lot.
The area reserved for the reserved
parking space shall be included in the lot
coverage calculation.

c

Section 7. Section 18.55.015(B)(2) of the Municipal Code, which relates to
the application requirements for special use permits, is amended to read as follows:

2. Step 2--Submittal of Application. A completed town application for a
special use permit shall be submitted by the applicant to the community development
director prior to the first day of the month preceding the month during which the
application will be heard by the planning commission at a public hearing. The application
shall include:

a. A letter requesting the review of the proposed plan for the building
project.

b. Proof of property ownership.

c. All required information as listed in the application and requested
at the pre-application meeting.

d. A site plan showing the footprint of all buildings, existing and
proposed parking configurations, trash locations, driveways and circulation, alleys,
sidewalks, fences, open space, the location of all utilities and easements, and the design
of each structure proposed, and other details demonstrating conformance with regulations
and development standards applicable to the proposed use, the site, and the zone district
in which the use will be located.

e. A description of the uses on the adjacent properties (including the
number of dwelling units if known) and on the surrounding block, to the extent this can
be determined by observation and photographs taken of the streets (and, where
applicable, alleys) to document the existing site, surrounding uses and parking conditions.

f. Rules and regulations to govern the proposed use if applicable.

g. If applicable, conceptual building elevations with notes indicating
types of construction, exterior finishes, location of entry doors, decks, etc. Such plans
shall be drawn at a scale suitable for definitive review.

12
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h. Parking counts for the entire block if the proposed use will
generate the need for additional parking (both sides of street and in the alley if
applicable). These counts shall be taken at 7:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. one day during the
week and on a weekend day (allowances will be given for winter applications);

I. A table of site data calculations indicating:

i. Total number of dwelling units and number of each type of
unit (studio, one bedroom, etc.);

ii. Total area of all impervious surfaces, including area
covered by primary buildings and accessory buildings, area covered by parking areas and
garages, driveways, decks, sidewalks and other pervious surfaces;

iii.

IV.

v.
of bulk storage space.

VI.

Building or structure height;

Total landscaped area;

The amount of private outdoor open space and the amount

Approximate size of each type of dwelling unit.

J. The appropriate fee as listed in Chapter 1.30 ofthe municipal code.

k. A list of all property owners within three hundred feet.

1. A map showing adjoining zone districts within three hundred feet
if this area includes different zone districts than the subject site.

m. Other details, plans or proposals that will aid the determination of
whether the proposed use is in conformance with all regulations, development standards
and review criteria applicable to the proposed use, the site, and the zone district in which
the use will be located, or otherwise demonstrate that any impacts of the proposed use
which may be detrimental to the surrounding uses have been mitigated or minimized or,
in the case of group homes, evidence that any such impacts will not have an unreasonable
adverse impact upon surrounding uses.

n. For group homes, there shall be the following additional submittal
requirements:

i. An operating program that is intended to ensure that the
proposed facility will operate as a suitable living environment for the intended occupants;

13
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ii. The proposed number of residents/occupants of the facility;
and

iii. The name(s) and addressees) of the owner, operator, and
any attendant of the facility.

Section 8. Section 18.55.015(C)(2) of the Municipal Code, entitled "Criteria
Applicable to all other Special Uses" is amended to add the following additional review
criteria:

e. There are no impacts of the proposed use on adjacent
properties and the surrounding neighborhood or such impacts have been minimized in a
satisfactory manner.

f. The impacts of the use, including but not limited to its
design and operation, parking and loading, traffic, noise, access to air and light, impacts
on privacy of adjacent uses, and others, shall not create a nuisance and such impacts shall
be borne by the owners and residents of the property on which the proposed use is located
rather than by adjacent properties or the neighborhood.

g. Access to the site shall be adequate for the proposed use,
considering the width of adjacent streets and alleys, and safety.

h The project is in scale with the existing neighborhood or
will be considered to be in the scale with the neighborhood as it develops in the
immediate future.

i.
natural characteristics.

The project maximizes the use of the site's desirable,

c.

j. Where applicable, the use will provide well located, clean,
safe and pleasant additional dwelling units in an existing neighborhood.

Section 9. Section 18.55.085(A) of the Municipal Code relating to projects
that require Infill Development Approval is amended to read as follows:

A. Infill development projects are required to have prior approval by the
Planning Commission before obtaining a building permit for development of:

I. An accessory dwelling unit (ADU) in the OTR or RlLD zone
districts;

2. A vacant property where more than one dwelling unit will be built;

14
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3. An addition to an existing structure or structures which results in
an increase in the number of dwelling units;

4. The total redevelopment of the property for the same or greater
number of dwelling units in the OTR, R/LD, R?MD, R/HD or CIT zone districts;

5. When any subdivision exemption will create a new lot for
development purposes in the following areas:

a. The OTR or R/LD zone districts;

b. Any residential/medium density zone district that is not
within an approved Planned Unit Development zone district;

c. Any residential/high density zone district that is not within
an approved Planned Unit Development zone district.

Section 10. Section 18.55.085(C)(2) of the Municipal Code relating to
Applications for Infill Development Approval is amended to read as follows:

2. Step 2-Submittal of Application. A completed application for a special use
permit shall be submitted by the applicant to the town planning director. As set forth
below in Section 18.55.085(E), an applicant may concurrently request a variance from
applicable zone district development standards by including the variance request in the
application. Following a review by the planning director to determine that the application
is complete and includes all required information and is otherwise sufficient to enable a
thorough review by the Town, the planning director shall schedule public hearings as set
forth below in this Section. The application shall include:

a. A letter requesting the review ofthe proposed plan for the building
project;

b. Proof of property ownership;

c. Fifteen sets ofa site plan on a dimensioned plat of the property
clearly indicating the following information:

i. Site location and dimensions of the property,

ii. Immediately adjoining properties (either side and across the
alley if applicable), showing the approximate location of the structures on all adjacent
properties. This may be done with a separate sketch plan if appropriate,

III. A description ofthe uses on the adjacent properties
(including number of dwelling units if known) and on the surrounding block, to the
extent this can be determined by simple observation,

15
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iv. The location on the site of all buildings, parking areas,
driveways, sidewalks, fences and other structures existing or proposed; proposed
landscaping; proposed outdoor storage facilities; location of streets, alleys, trails;
provisions for solid waste containers,

v. The location and size ofexisting and proposed utilities,
existing and proposed easements with an indication of any changes in these utilities that
will be necessitated by the proposed project;

d. A table of site data calculations comparing the proposed project
with all ofthe area and bulk requirements in Section 18.20.025, indicating:

i. Total number of dwelling units and number of each type of
unit (studio, one bedroom, etc.),

II. Lot size and dimensions,

iii. The maximum height of all principal and accessory
buildings,

iv. Setback that will be maintained,

v. Floor area ofeach dwelling unit,

vi. Total area of all impervious surfaces, including area
covered by primary buildings and accessory buildings, area covered by parking areas and
garages, driveways, decks, sidewalks and other impervious surfaces,

VII. The amount of private outdoor open space and the amount
of bulk storage space.

VIII. Total landscaped area, and

ix. Total number of parking spaces provided,

e. Fifteen sets of conceptual building elevations with notes indicating
type of construction, exterior finishes, location of entry doors, decks, etc. Such plans shall
be drawn at a scale suitable for definitive review;

f. Parking counts for the entire block (both sides of street and in the
alley if applicable). These counts shall be taken at 7:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. one day during
the week and on a weekend day (allowances will be given for winter applications);

g. Photographs taken ofthe street and alley (where applicable) during
the time when the parking counts are done;

16
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h. Photographs ofthe adjoining properties taken from the subject
property.

i. Any other information deemed necessary by the town planner to
allow sufficient review by the planning and zoning commission.

Section 11. Section 18.55.085(C)(4)(a)(vii) of the Municipal Code relating to
approval criteria for Applications for Infill Development Approval is amended to read as
follows:

vii. The application meets the Infill Development Guidelines in Section
18.55.085(F), below. Where applicable, the application shall also meet the multifamily
design standards and guidelines as contained in Sections 18.50.075 and 18.50.077 of the
Carbondale zoning regulations and the criteria in other sections of the town subdivision
and zoning regulations where such an application is being processed concurrently (e.g.,
where a subdivision exemption application is being processed concurrently with an infill
review).

Section 12. A new sub-section 18.55.085(F) of the Municipal Code relating to
guidelines for infill development is added to read as follows:

F. Infill Development Guidelines. While each zone district sets forth
minimum area and bulk standards for development, it is the intent ofthese Infill
Development Guidelines to ensure that such development is in harmony and character
with the surrounding neighborhood and community character. All Infill Development
shall comply with the following standards. Development which complies with the area
and bulk standards of Section 18.20.020 but which does not comply with these Infill
Guidelines shall not be approved. Additional landscaping to serve as buffer areas; wider
setbacks from property lines; modifYing the orientation of buildings; providing screening
walls or privacy fences; and/or reducing the size or number of proposed dwelling units
may be necessary.

1. Lot Layout/Open Space.

a. There shall be a front yard maintained as open space.

b. The primary orientation of architectural elements on the
property shall be toward the front yard and adjoining street(s). Architectural elements of
the proposed structure, including porches, dormers, doors and windows, shall be
consistent with the architectural treatments of adjacent structures, including those
immediately across a street from the proposed development.

c. The largest structures on the lot shall be oriented toward the
front yard and the adjoining street and smaller structures and detached accessory dwelling
units shall be located to the rear ofthe lot unless such a location is not possible.

17
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d. Entryways shall be oriented to the front yard. Entryways
oriented to a side yard area will not be allowed, especially when such entryways would
be directly across from primary living areas on adjacent properties with windows that are
oriented to the same side yard, unless it is demonstrated that there is no other reasonable
design solution. If it is determined that a side yard entry is the best solution, such solution
will only be allowed if adequate landscaping or screening methods can be provided
across from primary living areas of adjacent properties in a manner that does not
significantly impact the quality of the living environment on the adjacent lot.

e. Safety lighting associated with entryways shall be located
away from existing, adjacent residences. In no case shall an exterior safety light on a
proposed new structure or addition be located directly across from an existing window on
an adjacent property.

f. Residents shall have access to open space without having to
cross vehicular circulation or parking areas.

g. Each site shall preserve a "useable open space" area within
the lot. Useable open space is an open area that is generally rectangular in shape, is
unencumbered by structures or landscaping, the majority of which is not located within a
side yard setback. The Town may allow open space to be divided among individual lots
instead of being provided in common use areas when the proposal is for townhouse units
or other unit types the ownership of which is typically fee simple.

2. Circulation and Parking. The visual appearance of driveways,
parking surface and parked vehicles on adjacent properties and public streets shall be
minimized as follows:

a. On-site parking shall be accommodated in rear yards unless
it is demonstrated that due to existing structures that parking in the rear yard or the rear
one half on the lot is not possible.

b. Access to on-site parking areas shall utilize alleys unless
for reasons of congestion, over utilization, legal encroachments, or safety conditions in
the alley, another alternative is deemed preferable.

c. On-site parking areas shall be screened from adjacent
properties and public streets to the greatest extent possible.

d. Head-in parking along entire front of property shall be
prohibited.

e. All parking shall occur on the subject property and shall
comply with all dimensional requirements of Section 18.50.050.

3. Service Areasrrrash Collection and Storage.

18
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a. Where sites include three or more dwelling units the site
shall include designated areas for trash collection in addition to the "open space" and
"yard" requirements identified in the Land Use Code.

b. Storage areas shall be delineated on the site plan or floor
plan. Storage for any infill application shall be provided as per Section 18.50.075 E.2. of
the Municipal Code. A minimum of one cubic foot of storage for each 3 square feet of
gross floor area of the dwelling unit shall be provided. Storage areas may be located
within the primary structure.

c. Sheds and other enclosures (other than a garage providing
parking in accordance with the on-site parking requirements of the Land Use Code) may
qualify as storage.

d. Structures or enclosures used to accommodate storage shall
be designed as an integral part of the project and should be integrated with the
architectural character of the other structures on the site.

e. Locate service areas, trash collection and storage areas, if
applicable, in rear yards where possible.

f. Where sites include three or more dwelling units, trash
collection receptacles shall be screened from view from adjacent properties and public
streets. Screening can be in the form of fencing, walls, landscaping or any combination of
these elements, provided the materials used to are similar to those used elsewhere on the
site.

4. Building Mass and Separation. Building mass and location shall
be sensitive to existing structures on adjacent lots and appear similar in scale and
character to other structures within the surrounding neighborhood.

a. The design and location of structures shall preserve solar
access for adjacent properties so that no more than fifty (50) percent of the adjacent
facade is shaded on December 21 st between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM.

b. Larger projects shall be divided into a series of smaller
masses consistent with other structures in the neighborhood.

c. Buildings shall step down in scale as they approach alleys
and smaller structures on adjacent lots.

d. Where there are multiple detached residential structures on
a single lot, there shall be a minimum of 10 feet between structures.

5. Architectural Elements and Materials.
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a. Entryways shall be clearly defined. Use of elements such as
porches, porticos, emphasizing roof forms and prominent doors may be necessary to
achieve this requirement.

b. Where existing structures are being remodeled or
redeveloped, additions shall respect the architectural character, detailing, lines and
proportions of the existing structure.

c. Use of a variety of materials may be necessary to achieve
these objectives.

Section 13. Municipal Code Section 18.70.040 (definition of "Accessory
Building") is amended to read as follows:

18.70.040 Accessory building. "Accessory building" means a detached
subordinate building located on the same lot as the principal building, the use of which is
incidental to the principal building or use of the lot; such building shall not be used for
living or sleeping quarters in a residential district and shall not contain plumbing capable
of facilitating a bathroom or a kitchen, (with the exception of detached accessory
dwelling units specifically approved under Section 18.20.020).

Section 14. The real property described on the map attached as Exhibit A,
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, which property is located within the
Town of Carbondale, is hereby deleted from the Residential/Low Density (RlLD) zone
district and rezoned as part of the new Old Town Residential (OTR) zone district. The
Zoning Map for the Town of Carbondale is hereby amended to designate the zoning of
the subject property as within the new OTR district.

Section 15. Except as specifically amended hereby, the Carbondale Municipal
Code and the various secondary codes adopted by reference therein shall continue in full
force and effect.

Section 16. The Board of Trustees hereby finds, determines and declares that
this Ordinance is necessary and proper to provide for the safety, preserve the health,
promote the prosperity and improve the order, comfort and convenience of the Town of
Carbondale and the inhabitants thereof. The Board of Trustees also specifically finds that
these changes comply with the standards set forth in Carbondale Municipal Code Section
18.55.025 and otherwise fulfill the purposes set forth in Section 18.05.015.

Section 17. This Ordinance shall be published and become effective as
provided by Section 3-3 of the Carbondale Home Rule Charter.
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INTRODUCED, READ, APPROVED AND ORDERED PUBLISHED this
13th day of May, 2008.

TOWN OF CARBONDALE

M?chael Hassig, Mayor
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